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Traffic and Travel Trends, 1954 
BY THE HIGHWAY TRANSPORT RESEARCH BRANCH 

BUREAU OF PUBLIC ROADS 

In keeping with the prime significance of highway transportation, this article 

discusses the growth in traffic volumes carried on rural roads and city streets by 

vehicle types, and presents more detailed data than were available heretofore. 

Material received from the several State highway departments in connection with 

the major highway studies.of 1954 has made it possible to establish new bench- 

marks from which more accurate estimates of future travel and traffic trends 

can be based. 

A comparison of rural and urban travel in 1954 shows the following highway 
usage: rural. 56.6 percent; and urban, 43.4 percent. In 1948, the division was 

about equal. Since 1949 truck travel in rural areas has increased at a faster rate 

than in urban areas, and passenger cars have exceeded that rate. On the other 

hand, truck travel in urban areas gained more rapidly than did that of passenger 

cars. Travel by all types of vehicles on all roads and streets increased more than 

22 percent since 1950. 

The growth of travel on all roads and streets by trucks and truck combinations 

for the period 1940-54 far exceeds that for passenger cars and buses. Truck 

travel increased 112 percent; passenger cars, 81 percent; and buses, 65 percent. 

With the exception of the war years and a few years thereafter, the trend of 

total travel follows closely the economic trend as represented by the Gross 

National Product. Preliminary estimates of travel for 1955 indicate an increase 

of 4.6 percent over the previous year. 
Average daily travel on all rural roads in 1954 was 869 million vehicle-miles 

compared with 845 million in 1953, a 2.9 percent increase. Travel on main rural 

roads in 1954 was 98 percent above 1940; passenger-car mileage was up 93 percent; 

while truck and truck-combination travel increased 116 percent, 

The weights of single-unit trucks, loaded or empty, have increased only about 

10 percent from 1936 to 1954. Truck-combination weights increased rather 

steadily throughout the period—loaded weights being some 61 percent greater 

and empty weights about 73 percent greater in 1954 than in 1936. Ton-mileage 

hauled in single-unit trucks increased from 14.3 billion in 1936 to 36.6 billion in1954, 
For truck-combinations, ton-mileage increased from 13.7 billion in 1936 to 107.3 

billion in 1954. In 1950, 18.5 percent of the truck and truck-combination travel 

was by two-axle tractors pulling single-axle semitrailers, while travel by the same 

type of tractor with dual-axle semitrailers amounted to only 9 percent. By 1954 

this relation had changed materially, the dual-axle semitrailers being consid- 

erably more numerous. In 1954, the four-axle combinations also accoun ted for 

a larger portion of the ton-mileage than any other single vehicle type, whereas 

in 1950 the three-axle combinations predominated. 

This change is reflected in axle loads. The frequency of axles weighing 18,000 

pounds or more in 1950 was over seven times that in 1936, but from the 1950 high 

there was a consistent yearly drop which amounted to 35 percent by 1954. The 

frequencies for 20,000- and 22,000-pound axles decreased more than one-half 

during the same period. While the frequency of loads exceeding State legal 

limits by 5 percent changed little, there appears to be a real reduction in the 

percentage of higher overloads. Overloads of 50 percent were rare after 1951, 

and overloads of 20 to 50 percent declined noticeably. 

HE ever-increasing importance of our 

highways in the movement of personsfrom characteristics and travel habits. 
comprehensive information concerning vehicle 

oint to point and of goods from producer to 
msumer makes a thorough knowledge of such 

ovements, their volumes, present trends, and 

otential future levels of great interest and 
mportance to persons engaged in transporta- 
ion studies or in the design of traffic facilities. 
In the 5-year period beginning in 1936 
nostly in 1936 and 1937), 47 of the 48 States 
cooperation with the Bureau of Public 

pads conducted surveys for a 12-month 

riod to collect data which would supply 
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measuring of road mileages, the counting of 

traffic by vehicle type, the weighing of trucks 

on rural roads, and the questioning of drivers 

concerning origin and destination and miles 

driven on different road systems during the 

preceding year supplied basic data from which 

a vast amount of information regarding 

travel habits, ton-miles hauled on rural 

systems, and vehicle-miles driven on all 

systems could be calculated for the period of 

the survey. 

Reported by THOMAS B. DIMMICK 

Head, Current Data Analysis Unit 

Since the original surveys, the States have 

operated automatic traffic recorders at a large 

number of locations and have adopted other 

continuing operations which provide sufficient 

data for estimating trends in traffic volumes. 

Periodic weighing operations, combined with 

manual classified counts of all vehicles passing 

the weighing stations, have been made which 

provide information concerning vehicle types 

and weights as well as their loading habits, 

By means of these trends, annual estimates 

were published showing for each year the 

travel on rural roads from 1936 to 1952 and 

on city streets from 1936 to 1948.1 By 

combining carried load data with vehicle- 

mileage figures, the ton-mileage of freight 

hauled on main rural roads was estimated for 

each year. Sufficient data are not available 

to justify publishing estimates of ton-mileage 

carried on local roads. No data are available 

concerning loads carried on city streets and 

no attempt has been made to estimate the 

amount of this haulage. 

Between 1946 and 1950, estimated volumes 

of total urban and rural travel from 1936 to 

1948, inclusive, were published annually in 

Pupuic Roaps. These estimates were based 

on comprehensive statewide traffic surveys 

made in the 1986-87 period, and were adjusted 

each year by the use of variable indices such 

as motor-fuel consumption and motor-vehicle 

registration. Following the issuance of the 

1948 data, it became apparent that significant 

changes in factors affecting travel had 

occurred. The decision was made at that 

time to discontinue publishing the series until 

the States had collected a sufficient body of 

current data on urban travel. 

Urban Travel Data Improve 

Many States now have adopted some plan of 

observing the trends in urban travel either by 

means of continuous or part-time counts, and 

several have made sufficient counts to enable 

them to estimate accurately vehicle-miles of 

travel on the streets of their key cities. Most 

States are now able to report the average daily 

travel on the urban extensions of State high- 

way systems and other arterial streets of their 

cities, and to estimate with a reasonable degree 

of accuracy the travel on all of the streets. 

Although approximations may have to be 

made concerning the lightly traveled local 

streets, a large expenditure of funds to deter- 

mine accurately the amount of travel on them 

is not justifiable. Motor-vehicle-use surveys, 

made in several States in recent years, have 

1 See previous articles on traffic in PUBLIC Roaps: vol. 27, 
Nos. 6 and 11; vol. 26, Nos. 5 and 11; vol. 25, Nos. 3, 7, and 12; 

vol. 24, No. 10; and vol. 23, No. 9, 

231 



Table 1.—Estimate of motor-vehicle travel in the United States by vehicle types, 1949-54 

Vehicle type 

1949 

Travel in millions of vehicle-miles for calendar years— 

1950 1951 1952 1953 1954 

Passenger cars: ! 
Rural travel 
Urban travel. 2 oe oe eee ee 

Total 
Commercial buses: 

Rural travel. --- 
Urban travel. 
Total 

School and nonrevenue buses: 
Rural travel 
Urban travel 

168, 897 
173, 581 
342, 478 

1, 470 
2, 030 

All buses: 
Rural travel 
Urban travel 5. eae oe Cee ae ae 

All passenger vehicles: 
Rural travel 
Urban travel 

171, 044 
175, 686 
346, 730 

48, 053 
29, 678 
77, 731 

219, 097 
205, 364 
424, 461 

Trucks and combinations: 
Rural travel 

All motor vehicles: 
Rural travel 
Urban travel 

Total 

1 Includes taxicabs, 

provided additional data concerning travel on 

all types of city streets. While much is desired 

in the way of more complete urban travel data 

for the major thoroughfares, considerable 

progress is being made in the collection of this 

information. 

New Travel Trend Base Established 

The Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1954 di- 

rected that a study be made of the costs of 

completing the several systems of highways in 

the several States. One important result of 

the States’ cooperation in this study was a 

complete estimate of vehicle-miles of travel in 

1953 on all systems, urban as well as rural. 

These State estimates, based on the best avail- 

able data regarding current travel on the 

various systems of roads and streets, 

make it possible to establish a new base for 

national vehicle-mileage estimates. ; 

The new vehicle-mile totals check closely 

with those previously calculated from trend 

data since 1948. The new main rural road 

figure is only a small fraction of one percent 

larger than the old trend figure. Somewhat 

larger discrepancies were found between the 

old and new local rural road and urban street 

estimates although the totals are practically 

the same. In fact, the new total vehicle- 

mileage estimate exceeded the old trend total 

by only 0.4 of one percent. Such close concur- 

rence of the two estimates indicates that the 

plan of adjusting vehicle-mileage figures by 

means of trends is satisfactory for the main 

highway systems, provided the estimates are 

checked periodically to adjust for the mileage 

changes that occur. 

now 

Urban Travel Estimates Extended 

Since the 1953 vehicle-mileage total com- 

pared so favorably with the figure derived 

from the State reports, all estimates for the 

years 1949-54 have been adjusted to remove 

the discrepancy indicated by the 1953 check. 

Table 1 gives the estimated travel in millions 

232 

181, 095 
182, 518 
363, 613 

1, 394 
1, 877 1, 822 
3, 271 3, 203 

729 823 
81 92 

810 915 

2, 123 2, 204 
1, 958 1,914 
4, 081 4, 118 

183, 218 207, 579 
184, 476 188, 670 
367, 694 396, 249 

56, 780 60, 843 
33, 772 34, 001 
90, 552 94, 844 

239, 998 268, 422 
218, 248 222, 671 
458, 246 491, 093 

205, 375 
186, 756 
392, 131 

1, 381 

222, 064 
188, 123 
410, 187 

1, 444 
1, 750 

237, 567 
197, 784 
435, 351 

1, 455 
1, 856 

3, 194 3, 311 3, 196 

1, 026 1, 024 1,091 
114 114 121 

1, 140 1, 138 1, 212 

2, 470 2, 479 
1, 864 1, 970 
4, 334 4, 449 

240, 046 
199, 754 
439, 800 

68, 329 
36, 304 

104, 633 

308, 375 
236, 058 
544, 433 

246, 300 
204, 305 
450, 605 

1, 453 
1, 743 

2, 544 
1, 864 
4, 408 

248, 844 
206, 169 
455, 013 

68, 374 
37, 470 

105, 844 

317, 218 
243, 639 
560, 857 

224, 534 
189, 987 
414, 521 

64, 929 
34, 131 
99, 060 

289, 463 
224, 118 
513, 581 

of vehicle-miles by passenger ears, commercial 

buses, school and nonrevenue buses, and trucks 

on rural roads and on urban streets for the 6 

years commencing with 1949 when publication 

of urban travel estimates was discontinued. 

A comparison of the figures indicates that 

truck travel is increasing at a faster rate in 

rural areas than in urban. At the same time, 

travel by passenger cars is increasing even 

faster on rural roads than truck travel. Con- 

versely, truck travel on urban streets is in- 

creasing faster than passenger-car travel. 

Commercial-bus travel, both rural and urban, 

is decreasing while school bus travel is rapidly 

increasing. Total travel has increased over 22 

percent in the 4 years since 1950. 
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Travel Follows Economic Trend _ 

Travel on all rural roads and streets, motor- 
vehicle registration, motor-fuel consumption, 

and the Gross National Product are shown ir 

figure 1 for the years 1936—54, inclusive, as 4 

percentage of the 1950 values. This chart 
indicates that, with the exception of the wal 

years and a few years thereafter when traffic 

restrictions drastically curtailed travel while 

production was stimulated, the trend of tota’ 
travel follows closely the economic trend as 

represented by the Gross National Product) 

Immediately following the war, the Gross 
National Product declined and then levelec 

off while traffic increased rapidly. The curves 

came together again in 1949 and followec 
closely until 1954. The downward trend oil 

production in 1954 (which proved to be only 

temporary) was reflected only slightly in high. 
way travel; the rate of increase was 3 percent 

from 1953 to 1954 compared with 6 percent 

from 1952 to 1953. The volume of truck 

travel in 1954, however, was only 1.2 percent 

above the previous year’s total and ton 

mileage hauled in 1954 was 2 percent less thar 

in the previous year. Preliminary estimate: 

of travel and Gross National Product for 195: 

indicate that both quantities will be abow 

4.6 percent greater than in the previous year 

Figure 2 shows traffic volumes on rura 

roads and urban streets for each of the year, 

1936-54, as a percentage of such travel i 

1950. It is noticeable that from 1936 to 194! 

the curves representing rural roads and urbai 

streets are very similar. From 1948 on, how 
ever, rural travel increased at a fairly unifo D 

rate with only a slight indication of leveliny 

off, while urban travel increased each year bu 

at a much reduced rate, which resulted i 

considerable spread between the two curves 

The past year was an exception to the genera 

° 

Ri °o 

6 °o 
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4 

PERCENTAGE OF 1950 ESTIMATES 

° 

3 o 

20 
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Figure 1.—Total travel, motor-vehicle registration, motor-fuel consumption, and Gr 
National Product, 1936-54, as a percentage of the respective amounts in 1950. 
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_ Figure 2.—Travel on all rural roads and streets, 1936-54, as a percentage of such travel 

b in 1950. 

trend that prevailed from 1948 through 1953, 

since in 1954 urban travel increased 3.2 per- 

cent while rural travel increased only 2.9 

percent. This difference is small and probably 

of little significance. 

In 1948 and previous years for which esti- 

mates were made, the total volumes of urban 

and rural travel were approximately equal. 

For instance, the 1936 estimates indicated 

‘that rural traffic accounted for 48.66 percent 

of all travel, while in 1948 the figure was 

49.97 percent. Since 1948, rural travel has 

exceeded urban travel to an increasing degree. 

‘The relation of rural travel to total travel in 

_the succeeding years was as follows: 51.62 

percent, 1949; 52.37 percent, 1950; 54.66 per- 

cent, 1951; 56.36 percent, 1952; 56.64 percent, 

1953; and 56.56 percent, 1954. 

Table 2 shows the estimated amounts of 

travel in 1954 on main rural roads, local rural 

roads, and urban streets for passenger cars, 

‘buses, and trucks together with the number 

of vehicles registered and the quantity of 

motor fuel consumed. The travel figures 

were obtained by applying the available trends 

to the 1953 data, which, as previously stated, 

_were derived from the various State reports 

submitted for the nationwide highway study. 

In general, the table is comparable to the 

one compiled for a study made in 1948.2. In 

addition to traffic volumes and data concern- 

ing vehicles registered and motor fuel con- 

‘sumed, table 2 shows average miles of travel 

“per vehicle, average consumption of motor 

fuel per vehicle, and average travel per gallon 

of fuel consumed. One feature to be found 

in this table, and not included in the 1948 

study, is the segregation of travel data on 

main roads and local roads. 

2 Trends in motor-vehicle travel, 1948, by G. P. St. Clair. 

PUBLIC ROADS, vol. 25, No. 12, Feb. 1950, p. 296. 
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A comparison of vehicle-miles of travel on 

all roads and streets in 1940, 1945, 1950, 1953, 

and 1954 is given in table 3. Probably the 

most significant relation shown by this table is 

the greater increase of travel by trucks and 

truck combinations in comparison with 

passenger cars and buses until 1950. Travel 

by trucks and truck combinations in 1954 

was 112 percent greater than in 1940. The 

total increase for passenger-car travel during 

the period was 81 percent. Bus travel leveled 

off considerably and only a 65-percent gain is 

indicated for this period. The percentage of 

all rural and urban travel by trucks and com- 

binations increased from 16.52 percent in 1940 

to 18.87 percent in 1954, 

Rural-Road Travel Increases} 

Figure 3 shows the annual vehicle-miles of 

travel on all rural roads by 12-month periods 

ending each month (moving average) from the 

end of 1936, the first year of the planning 

surveys, to the present. This method of 

presentation reduces the seasonal fluctuations. 

The portion of the curve from the end of 1946 

through 1950 indicates that the increases 

averaged over 10 percent each year and was 

almost 12 percent during 1951. During 1952 

and 1953, the annual increases were about 7 

percent and in 1954, the increase dropped to 

3 percent. Reports for the first half of 1955 

indicate an increase of 4 to 5 percent for the 

calendar year. 

Travel on all rural roads in the eastern, 

central, and western regions of the country,’ 

by 12-month periods ending each month, is 

shown in figure 4 as a percentage of such travel 

in 1950. Since 1950, traffic has consistently 

increased more in the eastern regions than in 

other sections of the country which is the 

reverse of what occurred from 1941 to 1950.4 

In the western regions, traffic increased slowly 

in 1951 but sharply reduced the eastern lead 

in 1952 and 1953, while in 1954 the trend 

was similar to that in the eastern regions and 

only slightly lower. Travel in the central 

regions followed a trend below those of either 

the eastern or western regions, but made an 

3 Eastern regions—New England: Connecticut, Maine, 

Massachusetts, New Hampshire, Rhode Island, and Ver- 

mont. Middle Atlantic: New Jersey, New York, and 

Pennsylvania. South Atlantic: Delaware, Florida, Georgia, 

Maryland, North Carolina, South Carolina, Virginia, and 

West Virginia. Central regions.——East North Central: 

Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, Ohio, and Wisconsin. East 

South Central: Alabama, Kentucky, Mississippi, and Ten- 

nessee. West North Central: Iowa, Kansas, Minnesota, 

Missouri, Nebraska, North Dakota, and South Dakota. 

West South Central: Arkansas, Louisiana, Oklahoma, and 

Texas. Western regions—Mountain: Arizona, Colorado, 

Idaho, Montana, Nevada, New Mexico, Utah, and Wyo- 

ming. Pacific; California, Oregon, and Washington. 

4 Trends in traffic volumes, vehicle types, and weights, by 

Thomas B. Dimmick. Pusric Roans, vol. 27, No. ll, 

Dec. 1953, p. 236. 

Table 2.—Estimate of motor-vehicle travel in the United States by vehicle types in calendar 

year 1954 

Motor-vehicle travel vert 
Motor-fuel con- 

sumption Average 
travel 

pei per gal- 
Vehicle type 

ral road | ral road 
travel travel 

vehicle- | vehicle- | vehicle- 
miles miles miles 

Passenger cars 3. __------ 169, 755 

Buses: 
Commercial----.-.-- 1, 148 305 1, 453 

School and nonrev- 
603 488 1, 091 

‘ANN busestcaeck. ht 78L 793 | 2, 544 

All passenger vehicles---| 171, 506 

Trucks and combina- 

tions 4 
68, 374 45,553 | 22, 821 

Main ru-|Local ru-\ nota) ru-| Urban | Total 
raltravel| travel | travel 

Million | Million | Million Se ayeh Million 
vehicle- 
miles miles sands | Miles | gallons | Gallons gal. 

37, 470 | 105, 844 

travel 
per Average 

vehicle | Total ? per 
vehicle 

lon of 
fuel con- 
sumed 

vehicle- | Thou- Million Miles/ 

76, 545 | 246,300 | 204,305 | 450, 605 48,413 | 9,308 | 30,915 639 | 14.58 

1, 743 3, 196 83 | 38, 506 639 | 7, 699 5. 00 

121 | 1,212 150 | 8,080 116 773 | 10.45 
1, 864 4, 408 233 | 18, 918 755 | 3, 240 5. 84 

77, 338 | 248, 844 | 206, 169 | 455, 013 | 9, 354 | 31, 670 14. 37 

10, 883 | 12, 541 89 | 8.44 

All motor vehicles------- 217, 059 | 100,159 | 317, 218 243, 639 | 560, 857 9,608 | 44, 211 12. 69 

1 Registration figures differ slightly from those i } c 

detective, classification in a few States and to allow for duplicate registrations. 

2 Total fuel consumed differs from that given in 

mated amounts used by motorcycles. 

3 Includes taxicabs. 

n Bureau of Public Roads table MV-1 for 1954 because of adjustments for 

Bureau of Public Roads table G—-21 because of adjustments to cover esti- 
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Table 3.—Comparison of the estimated vehicle-miles of travel on all roads and streets in 
1940, 1945, 1950, 1953, and 1954 

All 
vehicles, 
vehicle- 
miles 

1945: 

1950: 
1950: 

1958: 1950 ratio 
1958: 1946 ratio 
1958: 1940 ratio 

1954: 1958 ratio---- 
1954: 1950 ratio---- 
1954: 1946 ratio---- 
1954: 1940 ratio 

average annual gain over the period of about 

6.5 percent. 

The average daily vehicle-miles of travel 

on all rural roads by months in 1953, 1954, 

and the first 8 months of 1955 are shown 

graphically in figure 5. The graph shows that 

travel in 1954 was generally heavier month 

by month in all regions than it was in the 

previous year, except in the western regions 

during June. Likewise for the first 8 months 

of the year, travel in 1955 exceeded that in 

1954 each month except in the central regions 

in February and in the western regions in 

April. 

The average daily travel on all rural roads 

in the United States in 1953 was 845 million 

360 

340 

320 

300 

Passenger cars 

Percent- 
age of all 
vehicles 

Trucks and combi- 
Buses nations 

Percent- 
age of all 
vehicles 

Percent- 
age of all 
vehicles 

Vehicle- 
miles 

Vehicle- 
miles 

Vehicle- 
miles 

Millions Millions 
249, 604 
200, 199 

363, 613 
1.82 

vehicle-miles. The 1954 figure of 869 million 

vehicle-miles exceeded 1953 by 2.9 percent. 

Daily travel in the eastern regions in 1953 
amounted to 278 million vehicle-miles. In 

1954, travel in these regions increased 3.2 

percent over the previous year and amounted 

to 287 million vehicle-miles. In the central 
regions, the average daily travel in 1953 was 

414 million vehicle-miles. This figure was 

increased 2.2 percent in 1954 and amounted to 

423 million vehicle-miles. In the western 

regions, travel in 1953 amounted to 153 

million vehicle-miles daily, and increased 3.9 

percent in 1954, or to 159 million vehicle- 

miles. 

Figure 6 shows, in bar-chart form, the 

vehicle-miles of travel by single-unit trucks 

and by truck combinations on main roads 
and local roads. The chart illustrates the 
prevalence of truck combinations on main — 

roads and, conversely, the relative infrequence 

of these vehicles on the local roads. Travel 
by truck combinations constituted almost 

one-third of all travel by freight-carrying 

vehicles on the main roads, while this means 

of transportation composed less than one-— 

tenth of the total on the local roads. Put in 
terms of averages, one mile of main road 

carried 106 tractor-trailer combinations per 

day in 1954, while the equivalent figure for 
local roads was less than 3. 

Average daily traffic by the lighter-weight 

single-unit trucks is also far less important on 

local than on main roads, although the dif- 

ference is not as great as it is for the combi- 

nations. The average mile of main rural road 

carried 228 single-unit trucks daily in 1954, 

while only 21 such vehicles traveled the aver- 

age mile of local road. 
Very few data have been collected concern- 

ing the loads carried on local roads, and cur- 

rent traffic information concerning this mile- 

age is not as reliable as it is for main roads. 
Local road mileage far exceeds that of main 

roads, yet estimates indicate that total truck 
travel on main roads was more than double 

and ton-mileage hauled was about four times — 

the amount carried on local roads. Because — 
of a scarcity of basic and trend data and the 

relative unimportance of the local road mileage © 
from a freight-carrying standpoint, subsequent 

sections of this article will be confined to data 
concerning travel and freight transported on 

main rural roads. 
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Figure 3.—Vehicle-miles of travel on all rural roads by 12-month periods ending each month, 1936 to 
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mid-year 1955. 
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PERCENTAGE OF 1950 TRAFFIC 

—-—- EASTERN REGIONS 

——— CENTRAL REGIONS 

WESTERN REGIONS 

| 195) | 1952 | 1953 | 1954 | 1955 | 

Figure 4.—Travel on all rural roads by 12-month periods ending each month, 1951 to mid-year 1955, as 

a percentage of travel in 1950, 

Main Rural-Road Travel Continues 

Upward Trend Ate 

_ Travel by passenger vehicles, single-unit 

trucks, and tractor-trailer combinations on 

main rural roads from 1936 to 1954, inclusive, 950 
as a percentage of such travel in 1950 is shown 

‘in figure 7. Probably the most interesting 900 

and important trend is the increase in the 

popularity of combination-type vehicles be- 850 

tween 1941 and 1950. From 1936 to 1941, 

the use of combinations was increasing at 

about the same rate as that of the other types 

of vehicles. During the war, however, the 

greater operating efficiency of combinations 

was recognized and their travel was curtailed 

only slightly, whereas travel by other types of 

trucks was reduced greatly. After the war 

ended, the use of combinations increased 

rapidly. 

- The 1950 surveys indicated a gain of almost 

24 percent over the previous year for combi- 

nation vehicles, whereas the use of single-unit 

trucks increased only 11 percent in the same 

period. Since 1950 the trends in use of com- 

binations and of single-unit trucks have been 
very similar and have not climbed as fast as 

the trend for passenger-car use. For the en- 
tire period from 1936 to 1954, inclusive, an- 
nual travel of passenger cars increased 135 

percent; single-unit trucks, 149 percent; and 

tractor-trailer combinations, 425 percent. 

Table 4 compares the estimated vehicle- 200 1955} 

miles of travel on main rural roads in 1940, ‘i953 | 954 

945, 1950, 1953, and 1954, and gives the per- 150 

entage distribution of this travel by main 

ehicle types. The table shows that total 100 
ravel in 1954 was 98 percent greater than it 
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igure 5 (Right).—Average daily travel on 

all rural roads in 1953, 1954, and the first z o E a 
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Figure 6.—Vehicle-miles of travel by trucks and truck 

combinations on main and local rural roads in 1954. 

was in 1940, that passenger-car travel was 93 

percent greater, while truck and truck-com- 

bination travel increased 116 percent. Single- 

unit truck travel increased 86 percent (less 

than passenger cars), while tractor-trailer 

combination travel increased 229 percent. 

Other ratios listed show greater increases 

for combinations than for single-unit trucks 

in each instance except in the 1954:1953 com- 

parison. In the latter case both ratios show 

a slight decrease—combinations decreasing 

somewhat more than the smaller vehicles. 

This would be expected in light of the 1954 

decline in Gross National Product previously 

mentioned. 

Truck Travel Decreased in 1954 

The ratios of 1954 traffic on main rural roads 

to corresponding traffic in 19538, by type of 

vehicle and by United States Census regions 

and the three main geographic regions, are 
given in table 5. For the United States as a 
whole, while local passenger-car travel in- 

creased about 4 percent in 1954 compared 

with the previous year, travel by all other 

types of vehicles (out-of-State passenger cars, 

trucks, truck combinations, and buses) de- 

creased. Apparently the 1954 decline in 

Gross National Product affected tourist pas- 

senger-car travel as well as truck and bus 

travel, but had little effect on local passenger- 

car travel. The maximum gain in total 

travel, 3 percent, was found in the New 

England, South Atlantic, and West South 

Central regions. There was an increase in 
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all other regions except the East South Cen- 

tral where there was no change, and the East 

North Central where there was a decrease of 

1 percent. 

The percentage of travel by vehicle types 

on main rural roads in the summer of 1954 is 

oe anes Tes SINGLE UNIT TRUCKS 

oe TRUCK COMBINATIONS 

100 

90 

80 

mmm mmm PASSENGER CARS AND BUSES 

given in table 6 for the nine census regions and 

the three main geographic regions. The table 
shows that the largest percentage of passenger- 

car travel is in New England with the per- — 
centages in the Pacific and East North Central 

regions following closely. A comparison of 

truck travel shows that the East South Central 

region has the largest percentage of travel by — 

all types of trucks and combinations, with the 

West South Central and Mountain regions 

following in order. The lowest percentage is 

in New England. Travel by all types of 

combinations in the East North Central 

region exceeds all other regions and is followed 

in order by the Middle Atlantic and the West — 

North Central. When the comparison is 

restricted to travel by truck and full-trailer 

combinations, the Pacific and Mountain 

regions are the only ones with an appreciable 

proportion of vehicles of this type. 

When the percentage distribution of travel _ 

by types of motor-vehicles given in table 6 is — 

compared with a similar distribution previ- 

ously published for 1950, it is found that during 

the 1950—54 period, the percentage of passenger- 

car travel increased from 76.15 to 78.28 | 

percent; that of single-unit trucks decreased 7 

from 15.63 to 14.31 percent; and combinations 

decreased from 7.21 to 6.68 percent. These 

figures show, as was noted in the discussion 

concerning table 5, that travel by trucks and 

combinations has not expanded as fast as 

passenger-car travel since 1950. 

Weight Stations Operated 

During the summer of 1954, a total of 516 

loadometer or pitscale stations were operated 

in 42 States for the purpose of collecting trend 

data concerning vehicle types, weights, and © 

loading practices. During this survey, 395,050 — 

trucks and truck combinations passing the | 

stations were counted and classified according ~ 

70 

60 
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Figure 7.—Travel Em passenger re single-unit trucks, and truck combinations on 
main rural roads, 1936-54, as a percentage of such travel in 1950. 
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able 4.—Comparison of estimated vehicle-miles of travel on main rural roads in 1940, 
1945, 1950, 1953, and 1954 

} Pa r r - , miese cd rs and ell tree ae Tati Single-unit trucks | Truck combinations 

All 
A Percent- Percent- Year Ee is A 5 age of all age of all 

miles 9 ofall | Vehicle- bo crall Vehicle- werig Vehicle- eee Vehicle- 
vehicles | Miles | Vehicles | Miles truck miles truck miles 

combina- combina- 
tions tions 

Millions Millions Millions Millions Millions p40 ae 2 oe 109, 815 80.8 88, 715 19,2 21, 100 79.1 16, 699 20.9 4, 401 1945-2 See ere 85, 792 78.0 66, 885 22.0 18, 907 71.9 13, 602 28.1 5, 305 1945: 1940 ratio....___- 78 mg 76 1.15 - 90 91 81 1.34 DES | jt ee ae 174, 349 (ier? 134, 527 22.8 39, 822 68. 4 27, 207 31.6 12, 565 1950: 1945 ratio_._____. 2.03 .99 2.01 1.04 Told 95 2.00 1.12 2. 37 1950: 1940 ratio__..___- 1.59 96 1.52 1.19 1.90 . 86 1.63 1.61 2. 86 
TNS ss re ee 213, 604 78.4 167, 445 21.6 46, 15 68. 1 31, 435 ot, 9 14, 724 1958: 1950 ratio_..____- 1.23 1.02 1. 24 95 1.16 .99 1.16 1.01 Lait? 1953: 1945 ratio._..___- 2.49 1.01 2. 60 98 2.44 96 2.31 1.14 2.7 

1958: 1940 ratio_______- 1.95 mete 1.89 i. 13 2.19 . 86 1. 88 1.53 8.385 
Lobia ae ae 217, 059 79.0 171, 506 21.0 45, 553 68. 2 31, 064 31.8 14, 489 1954: 1958 ratio___.___- 1.02 1.01 1.02 97 .98 1.01 .99 .99 .98 1954: 1950 ratio__.____- 1.24 1.02 iB ye .92 1.14 .99 1.14 1801 1.18 

1954: 1946 ratio_.__.__- 8. 53 1.01 2.56 95 2.41 95 2. 28 TB EMS 
nm 61954: 1940 ratio___.___- 1.98 -98 1.93 1.09 2.16 86 1.86 1.52 8.29 

to the number of axles and tire equipment. 

Of that number, 134,488 vehicles were weighed 

and a record was made of the type of each 

vehicle, the weight of each of its axles, the 

spacing in feet between each pair of axles, and 

whether the vehicle was loaded or empty. 

The stations used in the 1954 survey were 

located at the same points as in former years, 

most of them being at sites operated in the 

original surveys in the 1936-40 period. From 

comparable data collected at these locations 

trends in travel, loading practices, and carried 

loads were obtained, which, when applied to 

former estimates derived from comprehensive 

surveys, gave current estimates of vehicle- 

miles traveled by loaded vehicles and the 

carried load. The product of these two 

factors is the ton-miles of carried load. Data 

concerning the frequency of overloading and 

of heavy axle and heavy gross weight occur- 

rence also are made available. The remaining 

Table 5.—Ratio of 1954 traffic on main rural roads to corresponding traffic in 1953, by regions 

nn 

Eastern regions ! Central regions 2 Western regions 3 
Sor = 

feet 
Vehicle type : East East West West tates 

a ies a hee ae ¢ | Average | North | South | North South | Average pred Pacific | Average | *V@raee | g Central | Central | Central | Central 

Passenger cars: 
' BAYES 2 tee hee oe gee OSS 2 eae) 1. 04 1. 04 1. 07 1. 06 1.01 1.00 1.06 1.02 1, 02 1. 04 1. 04 1. 04 1. 04 
: Orion es eren a ee et 1. 02 . 96 1.01 1. 00 99 97 .97 1,09 1,00 . 96 .99 . 97 . 99 

Allipassenger cars asa see esd | 1.03 1.03 1.05 1. 04 1,00 . 99 1. 04 1.03 1. 01 1. 00 1. 03 1. 02 1.03 

Trucks and truck combinations: 
DN IOTINILLPCKS eee ee eee fo 1,03 . 99 . 94 .97 95 1. 06 . 92 1. 01 .99 1.07 . 99 1, 03 . 99 
PPTUCK COM MINA LIONS= 5. oes . 96 1, 02 . 94 .97 . 92 .91 1, 04 1.14 .99 is 04 . 98 ils 10 . 98 

All trucks and combinations__________ 1.01 1.00 . 94 97 . 93 1.03 . 96 1. 04 .99 1. 06 .99 1. 02 . 99 

UGCES hee 0 tee SU 9 ee a 1. 04 . 95 . 94 . 96 . 86 . 90 .8l . 83 85 1. 02 .91 . 95 . 91 

| Bulivelicles-seie te. Seem sh pe 1.03 1. 02 1.03 1. 03 . 99 1.00 1. 02 1,03 1.00 1. 02 1.02 1, 02 1. 02 
4 

1 Includes toll road vehicle-mileage for Maine, New Hampshire, New Jersey, and Pennsylvania. 
2 Includes toll road vehicle-mileage for Oklahoma (Turner Turnpike). 4 
3 Includes toll road vehicle-mileage for Colorado (Denver-Boulder Turnpike). 

Table 6.—Percentage distribution of travel by vehicle types on main rural roads in the summer of 1954, by regions 

. r . 

Eastern regions Central regions Western regions 

Me = ——- United 
\ V i r States ehicle type ; East East West West , (tebe 
| New _| Middle | South | average | North | South North | South | Average et Pacific | Average | 2Verase 
| England | Atlantic | Atlantic Central | Central | Central | Central 

ia bas 

oper sp a 62, 22 64, 89 58, 64 61, 32 61. 85 49, 73 62. 91 59. 84 59. 62 39. 45 69. 48 58. 19 59. 93 
| oreigneie eset Te 21. 58 14. 40 20, 28 18. 45 18. 80 21. 65 17. 01 13. 64 17. 55 35. 81 11, 27 20. 50 18. 35 

All passenger cars......-..---------_- 83. 80 79. 29 78. 92 79. 77 80. 65 71. 38 79. 92 73. 48 77.17 75. 26 80. 75 78. 69 78, 28 

“eet een ocsey ee eR eS eee 3. 71 3. 66 7,15 5. 44 §. 21 UI 42 5. 84 11. 46 ids o4 10. i se Ma s oo fe a 
Other 2-axle; 4-fire == 4) a Tiere, 1.47 1. 43 48 95 . 23 12 . 46 7 A es bs re ano aes ee 
UNE ean Giles se oo te FL 5. 58 6. 80 §..72 6. 07 4,76 9, 65 5, 89 7.0 . 37 48 3.78 x » 9 

( 3-axle : . 50 .47 mar it . 63 . 40 . 67 43 he 39 . 68 , 73 ‘ = ie x 
i, - All single-unit trucks_.--.-__-_------- 11. 25 12, 36 14.12 13.09 10. 60 21. 86 12, 62 18. 92 14.97 18.17 12. 64 14.7 

eo te eee aa. oF Combinations: 3.18 5. 20 2. 43 3. 50 3.16 3.41 2. 22 2.95 2 94 1. 22 4 67 . 88 é u 
eprene Mase. 86 Fy kil i 88 2. 34 3.53 2.72 4, 08 2,25 3. 59 3. 61 3. 56 1. 09 : 76 78 82 
Rated? more. ties! os. .3) 8-25 - a. ‘01 03 02 02 ‘51 04 84 22 143 2.43 i : 6 

ener . ‘ : te te iieeas : : $i , Ne 4, 02 7, 57 5. 98 6. 24 7. 76 5. 70 6. 65 6. 78 6. 93 4,74 4.14 4. 36 6527 

‘Truck and trail ombinations: : 
eet ie emer Pett: 01 . 04 . 04 03 .07 -O1 25 .13 ; : F F se : a ‘ ra : | 

epee Bee op ee tl See Wess i ‘f ar on is 03 115 62 45 “09 
EE TE geet eee) ot cee elle ae ee 7 ae oe) ert yan © ae en eae YS 2 1.69 1.50 ‘41 All truck and trailer combinations__-- 01 .07 . 04 . 04 .49 01 . 28 14 . 28 117 

COM DINaLLOUS: 2. ao 4.03 7. 64 6. 02 6. 28 8. 24 5. 71 6. 93 6. 92 721 5. 91 5. 83 5. 86 6. 68 

q : j 9 All trucks and truck combinations_____---_- 15, 28 20. 00 20. 14 19. 37 18. 84 27. 57 19. 55 25. 84 22.18 24. 08 18. 47 | 20. 58 20. 99 

Bango ees eee ee oe . 92 71 . 94 . 86 SOE 1.05 . 53 . 68 65 . 66 . 78 .73 ie 

Bemieveb icles ses ieo) We Foe Sk 100. 00 100. 00 100. 00 100, 00 100. 00 100. 00 100. 00 100. 00 100. 00 100. 00 100. 00 100. 00 100. 00 

1 Less than 0.005 percent. 
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Table 7.—Average weight (in pounds) of loaded and empty trucks and truck combinations, by vehicle types, in the summer of 1954, by 

Vehicle type 
New 

Single-unit trucks: 
Panel and pickups... 2425. 5, 415 
Other Z-arle, 4-tlre = ae oe ee eee 6, 121 
Other 2-axle;'6-tiret.t ites eee 15, 797 
Ld [anise ake ae. Mee ae LRT ae Bo Se 40, 396 

A’Veragze.0 2. ee eo oe eee 12, 884 

Truck combinations: 
Truck-tractor and semitrailer______---__- 40, 593 
‘Trock and trailer. 224222. 8.-- eee e| eeee 

Average!) 22 Sea ae eee 40, 593 

Average, all trucks and combinations______- 21, 348 

Single-unit trucks: 
Panel and pickttip 22 acc eee eee 4,495 
Other 2-axle, 4-tire= >= eee 4, 569 
Other 2-axle, 6rd. 5225 26 eee 10, 112 
axle. <6. es SS Co ee ee 22, 231 

JAVOrAGO= Wa. 2h ot See eee oe eee 7, 658 

Truck combinations: 
Truck-tractor and semitrailer__________- 23,172 
Truck and trailer________- aia ee ae 19, 650 
AVOIrS8 6. 2/2 2u. whl ee as ee 23, 170 

Average, all trucks and combinations_______| 10, 889 

tables and charts in this article have been 

calculated by means of these trends, or by 

combining the actual data gathered in the 

summer survey with data developed from 

trends. 

The average weights of loaded and empty 

trucks and truck combinations according to 

vehicle types are given in table 7 for each of 

the census regions, the main geographic 

regions, and for the United States as a whole 

in the summer of 1954. From this table it 

will be seen that the heaviest average weight 

of loaded single-unit trucks was found in New 

ingland with the Middle Atlantic region 

being slightly less. The heaviest average 

weight of truck combinations was found in the 

Pacific region with that in the Mountain 

region being slightly smaller. The highest 

average weight for loaded trucks and combina- 

tions of all types was in the Pacific region and 

the lowest in the East South Central region. 

The average empty weights followed a regional 

pattern similar to that for the average loaded 
weights. 

Pay Load Determined 

If it is assumed that the average empty 
weight of loaded vehicles of a given type is 
the same as the average weight of empty 
vehicles of that same type, then subtracting 
average empty weight from average loaded 
weight gives average carried load for the 
vehicle type. On this basis, the average 
loads carried in vehicles of different types and 
the relation of these loads to the average 
loaded weights of the vehicles are as shown in 
table 8. Thus, in general, the heavier the 
vehicle type the larger the proportion of the 
gross weight on the average that consists of 
carried load or pay load. The pay load for 
three or more axle trucks and combinations 
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Eastern regions 

Middle 
England | Atlantic | Atlantic 

South 
Average 

regions 

East 
North 
Central | Central | Central 

East 
South 

Central regions 

West 
North 

AVERAGE WEIGHTS OF LOADED VEHICLES 

4,918 5, 430 5, 302 6,177 5, 509 5, 339 
6, 100 7, 109 6, 370 6, 567 6, 763 7, 464 

14, 831 14, 497 14, 806 13, 204 15, 277 14, 332 
34, 220 30, 441 32, 490 29, 788 28, 790 27, 870 
12, 523 12, 184 12, 401 10, 594 11, 431 10, 874 

38, 010 41, 415 39, 934 41, 245 38, 262 42, 726 
49, 620 54, 200 52, 414 68, 524 46, 228 34, 141 
38, 057 41, 488 39, 991 42, 382 38, 266 42, 324 

24, 046 23, 700 23, 531 26, 251 18, 270 28, 572 

AVERAGE WEIGHTS OF EMPTY VEHICLES 

3, 784 4, 032 4,013 3, 958 4,159 4, 350 
4, 454 5, 597 4, 760 4,796 6, 093 6, 165 
8, 682 8, 094 8, 591 7, 949 8, 271 8, 206 

15, 420 18, 535 15, 138 14, 416 12, 465 14, 302 
6, 576 5, 680 6, 182 5, 652 6, 006 6, 280 

20, 258 21, 052 20, 917 21, 353 19, 691 21, 629 
23, 642 27, 450 24, 782 27, 544 23, 416 17, 092 
20, 316 21, 096 20, 958 21, 955 19, 694 21, 507 

10, 656 8, 785 9, 650 11, 365 8, 084 10, 478 

West 
South 
Central 

5, 566 
6, 754 

13, 565 
30, 470 
9, 607 

40, 090 
39, 968 
40, 087 

20, 680 

4,148 
5, 435 
8, 147 

14,173 
5, 470 

20, 259 
21, 284 
20, 275 

8, 212 

Average 

5, 405 

14) 016 
29, 129 
10, 583 

40, 926 
53, 451 

| 41, 350 

22, 796 

4,133 
5, 507 
8, 149 

13, 758 
5, 768 

20, 846 
25, 892 
21, 087 

9, 391 

Western regions 

Moun- 
tain 

5, 316 
7, 076 

14, 721 
31, 657 
10, 091 

50, 845 
64, 336 
52, 872 

24, 344 

4, 029 
5, 269 
8, 656 

17, 161 
5, 624 

26, 721 
28, 390 
97, 241 

8, 895 

Pacific | Average 

4,924 5, 083 
6, 371 6, 622 

14, 273 14, 461 
30, 003 30, 420 
10, 228 10, 173 

54, 445 53, 077 
62, 226 62, 764 
56, 315 55, 096 

27, 600 26, 354 

4,156 4, 085 
4, 821 4, 983 
8, 410 8, 546 

16, 089 16, 691 
5, 530 5, 580 

27, 064 26, 883 
29, 685 29, 221 
28, 306 27, 817 

10, 025 9, 481 

United 
States 
average 

yr 

Fer ceEenTAGEeE OF itesao weiawt Ss 

averages about one-half of the total weight of 

the loaded vehicle, whereas for two-axle 

vehicles it averages much less. 

The vehicle weights of loaded and empty 

single-unit trucks and truck combinations on 

main rural roads from 1936 to 1954 are given 

in figure 8 as a percentage of such weights in 

1950. The weights of single-unit trucks, 

loaded or empty, have changed little in the 

period of years included, being only about 10 

percent greater in 1954 than in 1936. Truck- 

combination weights, on the other hand, have 

increased rather steadily throughout the 

period—the loaded weights being about 61 

percent greater and the empty weights about 

73 percent greater in 1954 than in 1936. 

Travel by Loaded and Empty Trucks 

The volume of travel on main rural roads by 

loaded and empty trucks and truck combina- 

tions is shown in figure 9 for each year from 

1936 to 1954, inclusive. Probably the most 

interesting feature of the graph is the change 

in the relation between loaded and empty 

single-unit trucks which took place during 

the war years and has continued since. In 

Table 8.—Average carried loads by trucks and truck combinations in the summer of 1954 
in relation to the average loaded weights of such vehicles 

Vehicle type 

Single-unit trucks: 
Panel and pickup 
Other 2-axle, 4-tire 
Other 2-axle, 6-tire 
Faxie ws 222s. 

Truck combinations: 
Truck-tractor and semitrailer 
Truck and trailer 

1936 almost 61 percent of the single-u 

trucks were loaded. With the large expansion 

of hauling that occurred in 1941 as the Nation |), 

prepared for war, that figure increased to 65 |), 
percent loaded. When war developed and 
driving restrictions were invoked, many small 

truck owners found it advantageous to drive | 
these vehicles instead of their automobiles for |) __ 
general transportation purposes. Thus it) 

soon developed that the lighter-weight trucks | % 

were being used more frequently for persona 

transportation than had previously been the 

case. 

This revolutionary change in the use of the | 

smaller vehicles was carried to such an exten 

that in 1945 it was found that even including 

the heavier trucks in the general single-un 

classification, these vehicles were being usec 
for the transportation of goods on less than 

one-half of their travel. After the war was 
over, the popularity of the light-weight truck: 

as a means of personal transportation appear 

to have continued, and in 1949 only about 41 

percent of their travel involved carrying a load 

The corresponding figure for 1954 is 49 percent 
At no time since the war has travel by loadec 

Average Average Average Relate 
loade empty earri to loaded § 
weight weight load 

Lbs. Lbs. Lbs. Pet. 

meen. 5, 307 4, 091 1, 216 22.9 
Soci See 6, 582 4, 976 1, 606 24.4 
5 ase 14, 337 8, 340 5, 997 41.8 
sua 30, 702 14, 912 15, 790 51.4 

Sa bad 42, 327 21, 325 21, 002 49.6 
niece }, 422 27, 31, 566 53.1 
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single-unit trucks equalled that by empty 
ehicles of this type. 

- For truck combinations, the relation be- 
tween the loaded and empty vehicle-mileage 
‘of travel has been fairly uniform throughout 

he entire period. In 1936, 72 percent of the 

ravel was made by loaded vehicles while in 

1954 the figure was 68 percent. The vehicle- 
ileage of loaded single-unit trucks in 1954 

was about double that in 1936, while the 
-yehicle-mileage of loaded combinations was 

early five times that in the earlier years. 

Volume of Freight Hauled 

The average load carried by trucks and 

truck combinations on main rural roads from 

1936 to 1954 is shown in figure 10 as a per- 
centage of the amounts carried in 1950. For 
single-unit trucks, the average load increased 

about 23 percent from 1936 to 1941. Since 
that time loads have remained relatively 
constant, the curve fluctuating slightly above 

and below the 100-percent line on the chart. 

On the other hand, the average load for truck 

‘combinations increased rather steadily from 
1936 to 1950 and has changed but little since 
then—the 1954 figure being but 2.7 percent 

above that for 1950. For the period 1936-54, 

he increase in average carried load was 29 

percent for single-unit trucks and 58 percent 

fortruck combinations. Due to the increasing 

se of truck combinations, the average weight 

of loads carried by all trucks and truck com- 

binations had a still greater increase, amount- 

ing to 98 percent. 
_ The ton-mileage of loads carried by trucks 

and truck combinations on main rural roads 

from 1936 to 1954 is shown in figure 11 as a 

percentage of amounts in 1950. From 1936 

to 1950, the ton-mileage of loads carried 

increased 108 percent for single-unit trucks and 

565 percent for truck combinations. For all 

trucks and combinations, the increase was 332 

‘PUBLIC ROADS ® Vol. 28, No. 11 
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Figure 8.—Average weights of loaded and empty trucks and truck combinations on main 

rural roads, 1942-54 and a prewar year, as a percentage of such weights in 1950. 

percent. 

less for truck combinations than for single-uni 

trucks. 

percent for truck 

ome ome se EMPTY SINGLE-UNIT 

oe LOADED TRUCK COMB 

oe ee mm EMPTY TRUCK COMBI 

From 1950 to 1954, the increase in 

ton-mileage was more gradual, and was slightly 

The increases over this 4-year period 

were 23 percent for single-unit trucks, 17 

combinations, and 19 

LOADED SINGLE-UNIT TRUCKS 

percent for all vehicles. For the period 

1936-54, the increase was 156 percent for 

single-unit trucks, 681 percent for truck 

combinations, and 414 percent for all vehicles. 

The actual ton-mileage of freight carried 
annually from 1986 to 1954, inclusive, by 

trucks and truck combinations on main rural 
roads is shown in figure 12. The chart shows 

the tremendous growth in ton-miles of freight 

transported by truck combinations since the 

beginning of the planning surveys. In 1936 

an estimated 13.7 billion ton-miles were trans- 

ported by these combination-type vehicles, 

and slightly less than 14.3 billion ton-miles 

were transported by single-unit trucks. By 

1940, the combination vehicles were haul- 

ing more than the single-unit trucks and by 

19538, the ton-mileage hauled by combinations 

was more than three times that by single-unit 

trucks. With the general slackening in 

business in 1954, hauling by combinations 

dropped slightly while that by single-unit 

trucks continued to rise, with the result that 

the ton-mileage hauled by combinations was 

somewhat less than three times the ton- 

mileage by single-unit trucks. 
The growth in ton-mileage by single-unit 

trucks and truck combinations from 1936 to 

1954 is illustrated in another manner in figure 

13 (p. 242). Ton-mileage is the product of 

vehicle-mileage traveled by loaded vehicles and 

t the average tonnage carried by each vehicle; 

this chart shows the changes that have taken 

place in each of these factors. The horizontal 

scale measures the vehicle-mileage for loaded 
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Figure 9.—Vehicle-miles of travel on main rural roads by loaded and empty trucks and 

truck combinations, 1936-54. 
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Figure 10.—Average loads carried by trucks and truck combinations on main rural roads, 1936-54, as a 

vehicles of each type, and the vertical scale 

measures the average carried load. Ton- 

mileage, the product of these two factors, is 

represented by the areas of the rectangles. 

For single-unit trucks, the increase in ton- 

mileage from 14.3 billion in 1936 to 36.6 

billion in 1954 came about mainly through an 

PERCENTAGE OF 1950 TON-MILEAGE 

1936 ‘37 (36 gc3 

Figure 11.—Ton-miles carried by trucks and truck combinations on main rural roads, 1936-54, as a 
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percentage of the amounts carried in 1950. 

increase in the vehicle-mileage of loaded 

vehicles, since there was very little increase 

in the average carried load for this class of 

vehicles, especially from 1950 to 1954. For 

truck combinations, the increase in ton- 

mileage from 18.7 billion in 1936 to 107.3 

billion in 1954 came about through a substan- 

‘49 ba 42) 14 3 '44 ‘45 ‘46 ‘4 7 ‘48 

percentage of the amounts carried in 1950. 
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tial increase in average carried load, and 4 

much greater proportional increase in the 

vehicle-mileage of loaded vehicles. 

It can be seen from figure 13 that almost 

the entire development of the movement of 

freight over the highways by the heavy 

combination-type vehicle has taken place 
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since 1936. In that year, over one-half of 
the hauling, measured in ton-mileage, was 

rformed by single-unit trucks; in 1954 
about three-fourths of it was done by the 

eavy combination vehicles. 

A comparison of the estimated percentage 

of trucks loaded, average carried load, and 

n-miles of freight carried on main rural 
oads in 1940, 1945, 1950, 1953, and 1954 is 

given separately for single-unit trucks and 

truck combinations in table 9. The table 

‘shows the extent to which the ton-mileage 

gains were due to increased loading per 

vehicle. The increases beyond this point 
resulted, of course, from increased mileage 

by loaded vehicles. 
In considering the 1954:1940 ratios on the 

bottom line of the table for example, it will 

be noted that the ton-mileage hauled by 
‘combinations was 4.6 times as great at the end 

of this 14-year period as it was at the begin- 
‘ning, while the ratio for the average weight of 
‘carried load was 1.47 and the ratio for the 

Percentage of vehicles loaded was 0.95. 

From table 4, the corresponding ratio for the 
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Figure 12.—Ton-miles carried by trucks and truck combinations on main rural roads, 

1936-54. 

vehicle-mileage traveled by all vehicles of 

this type both loaded and empty was 3.29, 

which when multiplied by 0.95 gives a ratio 

of 3.18 for loaded vehicles. Obviously, most 

of the enormous increase in ton-mileage was 

due to increased vehicle-mileage rather than 

to heavier loading, though the latter factor 

was of considerable importance in the case of 

the combination-type vehicle. 

For single-unit trucks, the percentage of 

vehicles loaded decreased more than the 

average load increased during the period 

1940-54. In other words, there was an 

actual decrease in the average load for vehicles 

of this type when both loaded and empty 

vehicles were included in computing the 

average. The 60-percent increase in ton- 

mileage carried by single-unit trucks was 

therefore smaller than the increase in vehicle- 

mileage, which was 86 percent as shown by 

the ratio in table 4. 

Comparative information in greater detail 

than table 9 concerning the percentage of 

vehicle-miles of travel, percentage loaded, the 

average carried load, and percentage of total 

ton-miles hauled on main rural roads in 1954 

and 1953 is given in table 10. Many interest- 

ing comparisons may be made from these 

data. For instance, two-axle, six-tire, single- 

unit trucks, which are the principal load- 

carrying single-unit vehicles and account for 

about 28 percent of the total truck travel, 

carry only about 18 percent of the ton-mileage. 

On the other hand, truck-tractor and semi- 

trailer combinations account for slightly less 

than 30 percent of the total vehicle-mileage 

(about the same as the two-axle, six-tire 

trucks), but carry about 68 percent of the ton- 

mileage or almost four times the amount 

carried by the smaller vehicles. 

The data concerning percentage loaded and 

average carried load are also interesting. 

Panels and pickups, which carry loads of 

three-fourths of a ton or less, travel loaded 

less than 40 percent of the time. Assuming 

that there is a return trip with no load for 

each trip with a load, only 80 percent of the 

travel can be accounted for on the basis of 

the hauling of goods. Since vehicles are 

often loaded in both directions, the use of 

these vehicles as a substitute for passenger 

cars must be well in excess of 20 percent of 

their total travel. 

The slightly larger two-axle trucks, with 

single tires and carrying loads averaging 

Table 9.—Comparison of estimated percentage of trucks loaded, average carried load, and 
ton-miles carried on main rural roads in 1940, 1945, 1950, 1953, and 1954. 

All trucks and truck Single-unit trucks Truck combinations 
combinations 

Year Average Average Average 
Per- weight Ton- Per- weight Ton- Per- weight Ton- 

centage of miles centage of miles centage of miles 
loaded carried carried loaded carried carried loaded carried carried 

load load load 

Tons Millions Tons Millions Tons Millions 
hi Po ae 65.9 3. a2 46, 247 64. 4 2.13 22, 899 ffl; 7.41 23, 348 
3065 cee ese 55. 1 4.84 50, 365 49. 6 2.40 16, 187 69. 2 9.31 34, 178 

1945: 1940 ratio. -.----- . 83 1.46 yf ay ie 1.13 71 97 1.26 1.46 
5b | ee pee se, 53.9 5. 64 121, 091 7.2 2.31 29, 645 68.5 10. 62 91, 446 

1950; 1946 ratio...-...- 98 ieee 2.40 95 . 96 1. 83 -99 1.14 2.68 
1950: 1940 ratio____--_- . 82 1.70 2.62 .73 1.08 1.29 96 1. 43 3.92 

1055. eo ee oh 54.6 5. 82 146, 810 48.2 2.35 35, 602 68. 2 11. 07 111, 208 
1958: 1960 ratio_-.--..- 1.01 1.03 1.21 1.02 1.02 1.20 -99 1.04 1.22 
1955: 1945 ratio_.___-.- .99 1.20 2.91 7 . 98 2.20 98 1.19 8. 26 
1955: 1940 ratio___----- . 8% 1.75 $17 75 1.10 1.66 95 1.49 4. 76 

1064.” 39 oR ae yo. 55.1 5. 74 143, 901 49.1 2.40 36, 559 67.9 10. 91 107, 342 
1964: 1958 ratio...-.--- 1.01 99 98 1.02 1.0% 1.03 1.00 . 99 .97 
1954: 1969 ratio___----- 1.02 1.02 1.19 1.04 1.04 1. 23 -99 1.03 1.17 
1964: 1946 ratio_..----- 1.00 1.19 2. 86 99 1.00 2.26 98 AR ir 8.14 
1964: 1940 ratio...__-.- . 84 1.7, 8.11 76 1.13 1.60 95 1. 47 4.60 
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Figure 13.—Vehicle-miles of travel, average carried load, and ton-miles carried by trucks and truck 

combinations on main rural roads in 1954 compared with 1936 and 1950. 

around one ton, are loaded about one-half of 

the time indicating still some use for personal 

transportation, while the larger single-unit 

vehicles operate with a load almost 60 percent 

of the time. Many of the truck combinations 

are common carriers which seldom are 

operated empty, inasmuch as they continually 

are picking up and discharging freight. They 

are found loaded, therefore, in larger propor- 

tion than the large single-unit trucks. Many 

of the latter type carry loads of a one-way 

variety, such as hauling building materials to 

a construction project. 

Shift to Two-Axle Semitrailers 

The. percentage of vehicle-mileage traveled 

by trucks of various types in 1954 compared 

with 1950 is shown in figure 14. An interest- 

ing fact shown by this chart is the great shift 

that took place in this short period of time 

from single-axle semitrailers to those equipped 

with dual axles. In the earlier period, 18.5 

percent of the truck and truck combination 

travel was made by two-axle tractors pulling 

single-axle semitrailers, while travel by the 

same type of tractor with dual-axle semi- 

trailers amounted to only 9.0 percent. 

The 1954 survey figures indicate that this 

relation has changed materially, and the 

percentage for the dual-axle semitrailers now 

exceeds the percentage for the single-axle 

semitrailers. Considerable expansion in the 

use of three-axle tractors pulling semitrailers 

equipped with dual axles likewise may be 

noted, though the percentage for this vehicle 

type is still relatively low for the country as a 

whole. These vehicles still are found princi- 

pally in the western regions, although more 

are being used elsewhere especially in the 

north central regions. The shift from one- 

axle to two-axle semitrailers has taken place 

Table 10.—Percentage of vehicle-miles of travel, percentage loaded, average carried load, 
and percentage of total ton-miles carried on main rural roads in 1954 compared with 
1953 

Percentage of ve- 
hicle-miles of 

Vehicle type travel 

1954 1953 

Percentage 
loaded 

Average carried Percentage of 
load ton-miles carried 

1954 1954 1953 

Single-unit trucks: 
Panel and pickup. 
Other 2-axle, 4-tire_..._______ 

34. 41 
3. 00 

28. 28 
2. 50 

68. 19 

Other 2-axle, 6-tire_..._______ 

Truck combinations: 
Truck-tractor and semitrailer 
Truck and trailer________ | 

All truck combinations____| 
| 

29. 85 
1, 96 

31. 81 

All trucks and combinations 
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YEAR 1950 

VEHICLE-MILES — BILLIONS 

LOADED TRUCK COMBINATIONS 

YEAR 1954 

107.3 BILLION 

TON-MILES 

AVERAGE CARRIED LOAD—TONS 

8 10 12 14 16 

in order that the maximum possible pay load 

can be carried under the weight restrictions 

in effect in some States. 

The percentage of ton-miles hauled by 

various truck types in 1954 compared with 

1950 is shown in figure 15. This chart em- 

phasizes, even more than figure 14, the shift 
from three-axle tractor-semitrailer combina-— 
tions to four- and five-axle combinations be- 

tween 1950 and 1954. In 1954, the four-axle 

combinations accounted for a larger portion 

of the ton-mileage than any other single ve- 

hicle type, whereas in 1950 the three-axle_ 

combinations predominated. 

Heavy Gross-Load Frequencies 

The frequency of gross loads of 30,000 

40,000, and 50,000 pounds or more per 1,000 
trucks and truck combinations on main rural 

roads in the summer of 1954 is shown for the 

different census regions in figure 16. This” 

chart shows that the greatest frequency of 

such heavy vehicles is found in the Pacifie 

region. In that area in 1954, out of each 

1,000 trucks and combinations including emp- 

ties, 238 weighed 30,000 pounds or more, 177 
weighed 40,000 pounds or more, while 149 

weighed 50,000 pounds or more. The East 

North Central region ranked second for ve- 
hicles weighing over 30,000 pounds. Here it 
was found that for each 1,000 trucks and | 

combinations, 230 weighed that amount or 
more, while 145 weighed 40,000 pounds o 

more, and 75 weighed 50,000 pounds or more 

The West North Central region ranked third 

for vehicles weighing 30,000 pounds or more 
but ranked second for vehicles weighing 

40,000 pounds and 50,000 pounds or more 
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Frequencies of 221, 148, and 93 were found in NUMBER ‘TRUCK 

| Figure 17 shows the number of heavy gross ee 
} weights per 1,000 loaded and empty trucks 
} and truck combinations on main rural roads 3 DOO 

the trend of the frequency 

| i 

i rapid rise to 1950. 

that area for the 30,000-, 40,000-, and 50,000-- axles exameLe 
} pound weight classes, respectively. The low- 

est frequencies of these heavy loads were found 2 OO 

in the East South Central region where 145, cal 

n the summers of 1942-54 and in a prewar 

year (1936-37 period). This chart shows the 

if yearly variations in the frequencies of vehicles 

weighing 30,000, 40,000, or 50,000 pounds or 

} more. During this period of about 18 years 

} 50,000 pounds or more was rather consistently 4 
upward, and the frequency of those weighing 

| 40,000 pounds or more was generally upward 

with temporary drops in 1947, 1952, and 1954. 5 

The long-range trend in frequency of weights 

30,000 pounds or more was also upward, 
ut there was an important decline from 1945 4 

o 1947. This decline proved to be quite 

} temporary, however, and was followed by a 

) Since 1950 the frequency has fluctuated 

slightly up and down without changing sig- 

nificantly. While the frequencies of vehicles 

Figure 15 (Right).—Percentage of ton-mile- OR 

age hauled by various types of trucks and 

truck combinations on main rural roads 

in 1954 compared with 1950. 

Pi eee) 

of vehicles weighing 
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30 

Figure 14.—Percentage of vehicle-mileage traveled by various types of trucks and truck 

combinations on main rural roads in 1954 compared with 1950. 

weighing 30,000 pounds or more and of those 

weighing 40,000 pounds or more were slightly 

lower in 1954 than in 1953, the number of 

vehicles weighing 50,000 pounds or more 

reached an alltime high in 1954. Since the 

beginning of the planning surveys in the 

1936-37 period, the frequency of loads of 

30,000 pounds or more increased almost 350 

percent, those of 40,000 pounds or more in- 

creased over 1,000 percent, and those of 50,000 

pounds or more increased more than 2,000 

percent. 

The 1954 gross-weight frequency data by 

vehicle type and region are presented in table 

11. Since no panels, pickups, or other two- 

axle, four-tire, single-unit trucks were found 

in the survey weighing as much as 30,000 

pounds, there is no entry for these vehicles in 

the table. They are included, however, in 

the total number of vehicles weighed in com- 

puting the frequencies for all single-unit trucks 

and for all trucks and combinations. 

As was noted in the discussion concerning 

figure 16, heavy gross weights are more fre- 

quent in the Pacific region than in other parts 

of the country. In this region, 238 of each 

1,000 trucks and truck combinations weighed 

30,000 pounds or more, while 731 of each 

1,000 truck combinations weighed that much. 

Since about 21 percent of these vehicles in the 

Pacific region were empty, the number loaded 

per thousand was 790 and it is obvious that 

most of these weighed more than 30,000 

pounds. In fact, a number of empty vehicles 

of this type weighed over 30,000 pounds and 

a few over 40,000 pounds. 
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ing 30,000 pounds or more, was over 1,000 

percent greater in 1954 than in the prewar 

year, that the travel of those weighing 40,000 

pounds or more was over 3,000 percent greater, 

and that the travel of those weighing 50,000 

pounds or more was over 6,000 percent greater. 

The rate of increase was especially great 
200 
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Figure 16 (Above).—Number of gross loads 200 

of 30,000, 40,000, and 50,000 pounds or 

more, per 1,000 loaded and empty trucks 

and truck combinations, on main rural 
, = 5 180 

roads in the summer of 1954, by regions. 

such 

Central 

Other the Mountain and 

Kast South regions had extremely 

high frequencies of truck combinations weigh- 

ing 30,000 pounds or more, which indicates 

that most of such vehicles weighed at least 

30,000 pounds when loaded. The table also 

shows that almost one-half of the truck com- 

binations found on the roads of the Pacific 

or Mountain regions weighed 50,000 pounds 

or more. High frequencies for heavy vehicles 

of the combination type are found in the west- 

while the heavier single-unit 

trucks are found most frequently in the eastern 

regions, especially New England. 

areas as 

160 

120 

ern regions, 

100 

Vehicle-miies of travel by trucks and truck 

combinations 30,000, 40,000, and 

50,000 pounds or more are shown in figure 18 

for the summers of 1936 and 1942-54, as a per- 

centage of such travel in 1950. 

weighing 
80 

This chart is 
based on the actual recurrence of these heavy 

NUMBER OF HEAVY GROSS WEIGHTS PER 1,000 VEHICLES 

60 
loads in the traffic stream, and includes 

changes in traffic volume as well as in the 

frequencies of heavy loads per thousand 

vehicles. It shows that the vehicle-miles AY 
traveled by trucks and combinations, weigh- 

Figure 17 (Right).—Number of gross loads 

of 30,000, 40,000, and 50,000 pounds or 

more, per 1,000 loaded and empty trucks 

and truck combinations, on main rural 
roads in the summers of 1942-54 and a 
prewar year. 
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from 1949 to 1950, and since then has been 

materially less. As was seen in figure 17, the 

frequency of heavy gross loads per thousand 

vehicles has been fairly stable since 1950, and 

the upward slope of the curves in figure 18 

from 1950 to 1953 is due principally to in- 

creased vehicle-mileage. 

Heavy Axle-Load Frequencies 

The number of axle loads of 18,000, 20,000, | 

and 22,000 pounds or more per 1,000 trucks | 

and truck-combinations in the summer of | 

1954 is given in figure 19 for the main rural | 

roads of each census region. The most notice- 

able feature of the chart is the very bigh fre- | 

quency of heavy axle loads in all three weight 

categories in the New England and Middle 

Atlantic regions and, to a lesser extent, in the 

South Atlantic region. The axle-load limits 

in most States in these areas are higher than | 

those generally in effect elsewhere. In the | 

New England region, for instance, Connecti- | 

cut, Massachusetts, and Rhode Island permit 

axle loads up to 22,400 pounds; Maine and 
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Table 11.—Frequency of heavy vehicles of 30,000, 40,000, and 50 :000 pounds or more, per 1,000 loaded and empty trucks and truck 
combinations, on main rural roads in the summer of 1954 by main vehicle types and by regions 

Eastern regions Central regions Western regions 

Vehicle type bee 
a New Middle South East East West West States 

England | Atlantic | Atlantic | Average | North South North South | Average |Mountain| Pacific | Average | ®V°Tse 
Central | Central | Central | Central 

NUMBER PER 1,000 WEIGHING 30,000 POUNDS OR MORE 

OE eet trucks: 
BASIONO-UTO meee ee ee og een a 27 14 2 10 () 1 (1) 1 : 7 Ed Ze 10: i) eee Sue pe | aad ys? ( () 1 3 eed ie ee ees Seer ee 507 365 251 311 313 252 324 405 309 340 200 251 296 
1A AS EN: ear nine peal aati bean oy ee 36 21 14 20 12 8 11 4 8 13 12 12 12 

| | 

wah RNs 
‘Truck-tractor and semitrailer_..__._.___ 57 516 583 545 510 671 611 544 561 694 729 715 577 
Paackoand trailer s.'.=.25.--.-).-...-} ».-- 3 (2) ihe () eg aes 409 209 455 734 735 735 623 
PAOLO Gua wee ress ia eS. Soe 577 515 579 553 511 671 602 537 557 702 731 720 580 

Average, all trucks and combinations _____- 179 210 183 192 230 145 221 147 187 182 238 21 9% 
Comparative BVOTSLO NL OG24 Saat es 165 199 200 196 259 129 197 135 188 123 230) oh 200 
Comparative average, 1950__________ Ss 137 221 177 189 251 102 142 146 170 160 289 233 187 

NUMBER PER 1,000 WEIGHING 40,000 POUNDS OR MORE 

oe trucks: 
Oey oe he ee eee 6 () (1) Licaeere roa ie SEALE wy Bes (1) Sad aes 2 Le) () 
Bok Omen eae eeu - 2 SE 238 60 59 81 48 20 31 72 39 134 ily “55 59 

PAIVET ADO sre ge He eter. SIS eo he es 14 3 3 4 2 1 1 1 i! 5 1 3 2 

| Truck combinations: | | 
Truck-tractor and semitrailer___-----__- 358 303 401 356 330 291 427 346 349 494 575 542 375 
Truck and trailer. --..... gS 2 eS es ee (2) (?) (*) Bah Wale eo 172 88 293 537 524 528 436 
PV OLR Seewee eee ee seen ee ee 358 303 399 355 333 291 416 340 348 502 561 539 378 

Average, all trucks and combinations_______ 105 117 122 118 145 61 148 92 114 127 177 155 | 122 
Comparative SVOtAver Vhs aa ek 98 112 125 117 179 56 131 84 120 128 182 159 126 
Comparative average, 1950_.-_____-.-___--_- 78 135 95 109 140 45 82 79 95 106 214 167 110 

NUMBER PER 1,000 WEIGHING 50,000 POUNDS OR MORE 

Single-unit trucks: / 
AXON G-bNOLe ans See ee ee Seal to ae TH Se (4) (TN = ees! Pe cee doen t ||) he Sees ee ow 2 Ge () 
a es pee eae et 2a eee 92 29 1 19 SU CEE 4 Se 2 8 6 7 10 
A ViGrages Pe aasere ee Meee: 25 ET 4 1 (1) 1 Ce We, Sues OMe |e ees (1) (4) (1) (1) (1) 

Truck combinations: 
Truck-tractor and semitrailer__._______- 176 95 187 148 © 160 87 267 183 178 384 472 436 199 
nick an Gunna obec ee eee ete ere | Be (2) ae eee SS (2) Sh4e), |) -aee 129 70 266 494 469 476 393 
PA erage see fA haa 2 ees sce 176 96 186 147 171 87 261 180 181 406 471 446 211 

Average, all trucks and combinations-__----- 49 37 56 48 75 18 93 48 59 100 149 127 67 
Comparative average, 1953___-__-.--------- 33 34 57 46 95 11 76 40 61 100 130 118 66 
Comparative average, 1950____------------- 24 63 28 41 78 vi 44 34 47 76 176 133 58 

1 Less than 5 per 10,000. 
2 Data omitted because of insufficient sample. 

New Hampshire limit them to 22,000 pounds; 

while Vermont has no axle-load limit. A low 

gross-weight limitation in Vermont, however, 

estricts axle loading. In the Middle At- 
lantic region, New Jersey and New York 

permit axle weights up to 22,400 pounds, 

while Pennsylvania limits them to 20,000 

pounds. Axle loads heavier than 18,000 

pounds are also permitted in most States of 

the South Atlantic region, although Virginia, 
Georgia, and West Virginia have the 18,000- 
pound limit. In Ohio, axle loads up to 19,000 
pounds are legal; all other States limit them 

to 18,000 pounds. 
“Since higher limits generally are allowed in 

the three regions mentioned, only a small 

portion of the heavy axle loads shown in these 

hree areas are in excess of State laws, whereas 
in the other regions practically all axle weights 

over 18,000 pounds are in violation of the 

laws. When a comparison is made on the 

basis of conformity to State law, as will be 

discussed later, it will be seen that the rate 

of violation in all three of the eastern regions 

actually is very low. The low frequency of 

heavy axle loads in the Pacific region, which 

was shown in figure 16 to have the highest 

frequency of heavy gross loads, is noteworthy. 

Here again, the answer can be found in the 
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State laws which encourage the distribution 

of the load to more axles. 

The frequency of axle loads weighing 18,000, 

20,000, and 22,000 pounds or more per 1,000 

trucks and truck combinations on main rural 

roads in the summers of 1942-54 and in a 

prewar year is shown in figure 20. A most 

important fact indicated by the chart is the 

reversal in trend that began in 1951 and has 

continued each year. The frequency of axles 

weighing 18,000 pounds or more in 1950 was 

over seven times that in the prewar year, but 

from the 1950 high there was a consistent 

drop each year which amounted to 35 percent 

by 1954. Likewise, the frequency of 20,000- 

pound axles in 1950 was almost eight times 

that in the prewar year, but by 1954 the fre- 

quency of loads in this category was less than 

one-half of that in 1950. The number of 

axle loads of 22,000 pounds or more increased 

ninefold from the prewar year to 1950, but 

dropped more than 60 percent below that 

peak by 1954. 

Load Distribution Improves 

The rapid decrease in the frequency of 

heavy axle loads in the face of a stationary 

or slightly increasing number of heavy gross 

weights, as shown in figure 17, may at first 

appear illogical. However, the reason for the 

differences in the two charts was clearly 

brought out in the preceding discussion of 

figures 14-15. Many truckers are replacing 

their single-axle semitrailers with tandem-axle 

types, and the loads are therefore distributed 

over a larger number of axles. The net re- 

sult of this equipment change is that many 

heavy loads, which formerly caused one or 

‘more axles of a vehicle to be overweight, are 

now transported in vehicles that are so de- 

signed that the loads are better distributed 

and no weight restriction is exceeded. Such 

changes, notwithstanding liberalization of the 

legal weight restrictions in some States, appear 

to be the main reason for the gratifying im- 

provement in weight distribution that has 

occurred since 1950. 

The number of axles weighing 18,000, 

20,000, and 22,000 pounds or more for each 

1,000 loaded and empty trucks and truck 

combinations on main rural roads in the 

summer of 1954 are given in table 12 (p. 248) 

for the main vehicle types, by census regions, 

and by the main geographic regions. Since 

no two-axle, single-unit trucks with single 

tires were found with axles weighing as much 

as 18,000 pounds, that type is not mentioned 
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Figure 18.—Travel of trucks and truck combinations weighing 30,000, 40,000, and 50,000 pounds or more on main rural roads in the 
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summers of 1942-54 and a prewar year, as a percentage of such travel in 1950. 
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Figure 19.—Number of axle loads weighing 18,000, 20,000, and 22,000 pounds or more, per 1,000 trucks and 

truck combinations, on main rural roads in the summer of 1954, by regions. 
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in the table. The number of such vehicles 
ounted is included, however, in obtaining 

the total frequency of all single-unit trucks 
and of all trucks and combinations. 
The comparisons with 1953 and 1950 at the 

bottom of each section of the table show the 

rend of the frequency for each weight cate- 

gory. For instance, the number of axle loads 

weighing 18,000 pounds or more in 1954 
ompared with the previous year was down- 

ward in the New England, South Atlantic, 

ast North Central, West South Central, and 

Pacific regions. In the remaining regions, 

he 1954 frequencies are above those for 1953, 

but with the exception of the New England 

region, are well below those of 1950. <A 

comparison of the data in the other weight 

ategories shows similar trends. For the 

nited States as a whole, the trend is con- 

sistently downward for all axle weight levels. 

It is obvious that, for all regions and the 

three weight categories, it is the combination- 

type vehicles rather than the single-unit 

trucks that produce the greatest frequency of 
heavy axle loads. 

In order to give a clearer picture of what is 

happening on the roads, figure 21 presents 

travel of vehicles with axles weighing 18,000, 

20,000, and 22,000 pounds or more, in the 
‘summers of 1942-54 and a prewar year, as a 

Figure 20 (Right).—Number of axles weigh- 

ing 18,000, 20,000, and 22,000 pounds or 

more, per 1,000 trucks and truck combi- 

nations, on main rural roads in the sum- 

_ mers of 1942-54 and a prewar year. 

NUMBER OF AXLES PER 1,000 VEHICLES 
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Figure 21.—Travel of vehicles with axles weighing 18,000, 20,000, and 22,000 pounds or more in the summers of 1942-54 and a prewar year, 
as a percentage of such travel in 1950. 
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Table 12.—Frequency of heavy axles of 18,000, 20,000, and 22,000 pounds or more, per 1,000 loaded and empty trucks and truck 
combinations, on main rural roads in the summer of 1954 by main vehicle types and by regions 

Eastern regions Central regions Western regions 

io 

Vehicle type ; Fast East West West tates 
New _| Middle | South | average | North | South | North | South | Average |Mountain| Pacific | Average | ®¥@raee 

England | Atlantic | Atlantic Central | Central | Central | Central 

NUMBER PER 1,000 WEIGHING 18,000 POUNDS OR MORE 

ang rapa EME LE AR oa 60 51 3 yee ae 33 9 16 17 27 34 31 7 
Sexi... cds.) meee Be ee ee 311 73 77 104 9 21 8 45 16 70 ao 46 57 

Avyeragess: 21028 eee yh ee 45 31 18 24 7 15 4 6 8 il 12 12 13 

Truck combinations: 
cickeiradiot and semitrailer__.__--__-- 465 341 247 307 115 164 83 98 111 154 94 119 176 
Truck and trailer. 252 2223. eee eee Ose e22- = (1) 220 eet ae 111 44 178 242 118 155 160 

iA VOInGe: 2. he ee Des ae 465 339 245 306 122 164 84 97 113 171 101 128 175 

Average, all trucks and combinations----_-- 155 149 86 115 57 46 33 31 42 50 40 45 64 
Comparative average, 1953__...------------ 161 137 104 123 67 39 29 32 44 43 41 42 69 
Comparative average, 1950___-_------------ 137 208 100 147 98 63 45 67 72 83 69 75 96 

NUMBER PER 1,000 WEIGHING 20,000 POUNDS OR MORE 

Single-unit trucks: 
2-axle, 6-tire......---- bf eee see 41 29 11 22 1 7 2 4 3 “ 1 4 10 
aS Ce eee a8 2S hire ok Os Bee. 168 61 8 AV ie Cig eee ee 3 ee Se a 1 18 (*) is 18 

AVOTage: 22 ESS ee ee oes ie 29 18 5 12 (*) 3 2 1 1 3 (?) if 5 

Truck combinations: 
Truck-tractor and semitrailer______-___- 307 170 77 138 13 37 10 17 17 37 7 19 56 
Track and tralien-252. 5 se eee 2 ee ee (2) ely Ae ee () Aaa eek: ae TD AARP ee 5 51 9 21 16 
A VOLARG 22 3 ot eee Se ee ee ee 306 169 76 137 12 37 10 17 16 40 8 20 54 

Average, all trucks and combinations_._____ 102 82 26 53 6 10 5 6 6 12 3 7 20 
Comparative average, 1953__...------.----- 93 68 44 58 11 6 3 7 9 9 3 4 28 
Comparative average, 1950_---.------------ 82 131 38 80 22 19 12 23 19 35 16 24 39 

pe ee ae 

NUMRER PER 1,000 WEIGHING 22,000 POUNDS OR MORE 

Single-unit trucks: 
2axlo; 6-tiré6.-$__. 22) & Sa Sa ee 28 9 5 10 () 1 1 1 1 1 (?) 1 4 
axle 2. See) eee ee eee 101 36 2 25 Sly heed WA et Ae eee T-Sh ee eee 1 9 

AVOTALO Fe teense ee SE aes 19 6 2 6 (’) (2) (?) (*) (2) (?) (2) () 2 

Truck combinations: 
Truck-tractor and semitrailer___________ 158 85 26 63 2 3 1 5 2 9 3 5 23 
Truck-and: trailor: ...:.f23-01_ 335-22 54)! @ ee S| 2 | ee ee ee ee ee 12 Ses Sree dh ene 3 2 2 
AV OTAGO. cee ee eee 158 84 26 63 2 3 1 5 2 7 3 5 21 

Average, all trucks and combinations____-__- 56 36 9 24 1 1 1 2 1 2 1 2 8 
Comparative average, 19538_.__.._.__-_..___- 46 7 15 26 2 By (?) 2 i 2 1 1 9 
Comparative average, 1950._....__...__.__. 39 80 13 42 7 5 Ss 9 6 16 3 9 18 

1 Data omitted because of insufficient sample. 
2 Less than 5 per 10,000. 

percentage of such travel in 1950. These 

curves show that when vehicle-mileage trends 

are considered, there is a steady , upward 

trend in heavy axle-load frequencies in all 

years from 1936 to 1950 with the exception 

of 1949. Since 1950, however, the general 

trend in heavy axle-weight frequencies has 

been downward, notwithstanding the general 

upward trend in travel and in heavy gross-load 

frequencies that prevailed during the period. 

Thus by a shift to vehicles with a larger 

number of axles, the truckers are hauling 

more and bigger loads over the highways and 

still subjecting them to less frequent appli- 

cations of heavy and destructive axle loads. 

Loads Exceeding Legal Limits 

Figure 22 shows the number of trucks and 

truck combinations for each 1,000 loaded and 

empty vehicles that exceeded the permissible 

axle, axle group, or gross-weight legal limits in 

effect in the State of observation during the 

summer of 1954. As might be expected, many 

vehicles exceeded more than one of the State 

limits and some of the larger vehicles or 

combinations had more than one axle loaded 

in excess of the limit. The data on which this 
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chart is based were obtained by counting each 

vehicle only once, regardless of the number of 

ways in which it was overloaded. The chart 

gives an indication of the degree of compliance 

with State laws in each of the census regions. 

In the New England region, for example, 

where there was a high frequency of heavy 

axle loads as shown by figure 19, vehicles were 

mostly within the legal limits of from 20,000 

to 22,400 pounds. Only 4.1 percent of those 

sampled in 1954 violated the weight laws to 

any extent, and only 0.7 percent exceeded the 

limits by 20 percent or more. In the Pacific 
region, the legal axle-load limit conforms to 

the 18,000-pound recommendation of the 

American Association of State Highway Offi- 

cials, and axle-group and gross-load limits are 

somewhat higher than those recommended by 

the Association. Here 7.8 percent of the ve- 

hicles exceeded one or more of the State weight 

restrictions to some extent, while only 0.2 per- 
cent exceeded those limits by 20 percent or 
more. In the Mountain region where maxi- 
mum restrictions similar to those found in the 
Pacific region were in effect, 6.2 percent of the 
vehicles were overloaded to some extent and 
0.7 percent by 20 percent or more. 

Tolerances have been adopted in many 

States which are not taken into consideration - 

in these figures. If a tolerance of 5 percent 

were universally allowed, almost one-half o 

the violators would be excused and the average > 

rate of punishable violation in the United 

States would drop from about 5 percent to a 

little over 2.5 percent. 
The number of trucks and truck combina-— 

tions in each 1,000 loaded and empty vehicles 

that exceeded any of the axle, axle-group, or 

gross-weight legal limits in effect in the United 

States is shown in figure 23 for the years 1947— 
54. This chart is interesting in that, while it 
shows little if any trend in the frequency of 

overloads of 5 percent or less, there appears to 

be a real trend downward in the higher per. 

centages of overload especially since 1950 

Overloads of 50 percent or more were not | 

found in appreciable numbers in 1952 and © 

subsequent years, and the downward trend of i 

overloads of 20 to 30 percent and of 30 to 50 
percent after 1950 is very noticeable. 

Recommended Weight Limits | 

Uniform regulations concerning maximum) 

allowable gross weights, axle weights, and | 

axle-group weights have been adopted as a 

policy by the American Association of State 

December 1955 © PUBLIC ROADS 
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fighway Officials and recommended to the 
State governments for adoption.> This policy 

ecommends that no axle shall carry a load in 

xxcess of 18,000 pounds, and no group of axles 

hall carry a load in excess of amounts specified 

na table of permissible weights based on the 

listance between the extremes of any group of 

ixles. In preparing data concerning the 

umber of vehicles exceeding the recom- 

nendations, each vehicle was counted only 

mce regardless of the number of ways it 
night exceed these standards. 

~The number of vehicles in each 1,000 trucks 

md truck combinations that, in the summer 

if 1954, exceeded any of the weight limits 
fecommended by the AASHO is shown by 

egions in figure 24. Since the data depicted 
n this chart are related to a common base, 

foeaningful comparisons concerning regional 

: leavy loading practices are apparent. This 

ould not be readily determined from figure 

§'2, which was based on different laws as 

Fliscussed. 
‘In the West North Central region where the 

Fitate restrictions conform closely to the 

{\ASHO recommendations, both charts show 
Phat 62 vehicles out of each 1,000 were 
verloaded. That number is 24 percent 

| bove the national average when compared 
ith State Jegal limits (fig. 22), but 16 percent 

elow the national average with respect to 
ie AASHO recommendations as shown in 

| gure 24. In the Pacific region where State 
| xle-group and gross-weight limits are some- 

fyhat more liberal than those recommended 

the AASHO, 78 vehicles from each 1,000 

fampled exceeded the State limits while 142 
icles exceeded the AASHO recommenda- 

ons. On the other hand, in the East South 
entral region, where State laws tend to be 
mewhat more restrictive than the recom- 

ndations, 45 vehicles in each 1,000 exceeded 

Policy concerning maximum dimensions, weights, and 

ds of motor vehicles to be operated over the highways of the 

nited States, adopted April 1, 1946, by the American Associ- 
m of State Highway Officials; published by the Associ- 

on in 1946. 
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the State limits while only 42 such vehicles 

exceeded the recommendations. 

Figure 24 also shows that the Pacific region 

leads all other areas in the frequency of heavy 

loads per thousand in excess of the AASHO 

recommendations, and is followed in descend- 

ing order by New England (108) and the East 

North Central region (93). However, most 

of the overloads in the Pacific region were 

only a small percentage over the AASHO 

recommended limits. Here there were no 

loads as much as 50 percent over these limits 

and only 8 per thousand as much as 20 percent 

over. In the New England region, on the 

other hand, 50 vehicles per thousand were 

20 percent or more over the AASHO recom- 

UNITED 

;eenecuceses 

SOUTH 
ENGLAND ATLANTIC ATLANTIC STATES 

Figure 22.—Number of trucks and truck combinations, per 1,000 loaded and empty vehicles, that exceeded 

the permissible axle, axle-group, or gross-weight legal limits in effect in 1954, by regions. 

mended limits and 6 per thousand were over 

50 percent or more. 

The number of vehicles in each 1,000 

trucks and truck combinations that exceeded 

any of the weight limits recommended by 

the AASHO is shown in figure 25 for the 

years 1947-54. The number of loads in 

excess of the recommendations to any degree 

vary from 28 percent in 1947 to 48 percent in 

1954 above the similar frequencies for weights 

in excess of State laws shown in figure 23. 

Such a difference is to be expected for almost 

every year one or more States liberalize their 

motor-vehicle laws, thereby allowing more 

heavily loaded vehicles to pass legally over 

the roads. In New England, for instance, 
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Figure 23.—Number of trucks and truck combinations, per 1,000 loaded and empty 

vehicles, that exceeded any of the permissible axle, axle-group, or gross-weight 

legal limits in effect in the summers of 1947-54. 
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Figure 24.—Number of trucks and truck combinations, per 1,000 loaded and empty vehicles, that exceeded 

any of the weight limits recommended by the AASHO, summer of 1954. 

the States have approved higher load limits 110 
of several types, such as maximum axle loads OVERLOADED 
of 22,400 pounds. Such an axle load is 0 TO 5 PERCENT 10 TO 20 PERCENT som 30 TO 50 PERCENT 

5 Vi4 8 TO 10 PERCENT &xxxe4 20 TO 30 PERCENT 50 PERCENT OR MORE 
100 

almost 25 percent heavier than the maximum 

recommended by the AASHO and would 
account for a considerable portion of the 90 
difference between the number of such vehicles 

exceeding State laws and those exceeding 
AASHO recommendations. Little overall Pe 
trend in vehicles overloaded can be detected i 
from the chart although some reduction in S 70 
the number of those overloaded to a high E 
degree can be noted, as for instance the S60 
frequency of overloads of 30 to 50 percent ° 
and of 50 percent or more. a 

The number of trucks and truck combina- a. 50 
tions in each 1,000 loaded and empty vehicles = 
in the summer of 1954 that exceeded the axle, = 40 
axle-group, or gross-weight limits in effect > 
in the States or recommended by the AASHO 
are givenin table 13. These latest frequencies se 
when compared with similar figures for 1950 
and 1953 are found to be well below them 20 
in practically every instance. However, the és % 
1948, 1951, and 1952 frequencies are slightly 10 Renee rarer EK PSR oeatee 
below those for 1954. Weretatattet HI seetseatetatet 

The table is particularly interesting in that [S eT 
it shows that the major portion of overloads is 

1947 1948 1949 1950 1951 1952 1953 1954 
confined to combination-type vehicles. Only 
one percent of the single-unit trucks exceeded Figure 25.—Number of trucks and truck combinations, per 1,000 loaded and 
any State weight limitation, while almost 14 empty vehicles, that exceeded any of the weight limits recommended by the 
percent of the combinations were overloaded AASHO, summers of 1947-54. 
to some extent. Of the combinations that 
involved a full trailer (in some instances the ceeded one of the axle, axle-group, or gross- the maximum weight recommendations of tk 
combination included a tractor, semitrailer, load legal limits in effect in the States, and American Association of State Highwa 
and a full trailer), more than 25 percent ex- almost 44 percent exceeded to some extent Officials. 
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Table 13.—Number of trucks and truck combinations, per 1,000 loaded and em i L Yumbs c pty vehicles, that exceeded the axle, axle-grou r - 
weight limit in effect in the States or reeommended by the AASHO in the summer of 1954 by main vehicle types ond by egies a 

; Vehicles exceeding State legal limits Vehicles exceeding AASHO recommendations 

Region and type of vehicle Number Number per 1,000 overloaded more than— Nomber Number per 1,000 overloaded more than— 

perl 000) | ae ea ata Sia cn ce oo | per 000, 

CNS 5 per- 10 per- 20 per- 30 per- 50 per- bee 5 per- 10 20 

| aedee cent cent cent cent cent loumiee cent Sook cant eat yar 

. 

| New Poslend: 
| JEW ALC RW ral gS ei Rh 7 pea, SEA ae 10 6 4 2 
| S-axle-------------------~----------~-------------- 153 95 89 70 31 |. ‘ atl 198 186 104 82 12 

7 cobs fees pee ee anew nena n= n- a= == --- a4 (i 6 4 3a iat aaa 39 34 30 20 13 6 
ruck-tractor and semitrailer______._-___--_______- 12 a bs 

| oo gue and Seta ace: fe Oe FS ae ae Se o “ie eo ed Ny Lh Se ie ~ fie ARAL if a } oe se 223 i 66 ; 

verage, truck combinations--__--_---..-.------ 123 84 51 15 sae es ieea oe 302 Nhe ) 2680 6 993 | 134, ee Pa ie 7 
Average, all trucks and combinations__-_----__-___ 41 28 “i 7 } 

Midd le Atlantic: 18 7 3 1 108 96 81 50 27 6 

BN ACLS BN aes Eee Sr 21 14 5 1 ei eee 
S-axle__----.-.-.--------~----------=------------- 25 22 22 19 16 9 26 53 33 20 rr 3 

Average, single-unit trucks. --___..--.-.--.------- 13 8 4 1 1 (1) 30 26 18 9 3 1 
Truck-tractor and semitrailer____._..-.----.--.---- 74 41 25 8 3 (1) 144 107 72 33 15 4 
Priciand trailor iet see ee ee 17 ap eeeecicaeae tall le le wy PAs iee aaa 85 81 81 oe 

Average, truck combinations -_-_-_---_---------- 74 41 25 8 3 (1) 144 106 72 S341 Neer 15 ean A> 
| ae eee al trucks and combinations-_-__--__-__-- 36 21 12 4 2 () 73 57 39 18 8 2 

OR ACCA NR a oe on Sec tae ej ee ea ee ea 18 10 5 3 1 (4) 28 18 11 6 2 (1) 
Cbd Jo a eee 60 33 11 tee Se) ee 75 7 36 5 1 1 

Average, single-unit trucks. ___.....-~.---------- 11 6 3 1 1 (1) 15 10 6 3 1 () 

Truek-tractor and semitrailer-____.-____------------ 159 90 57 19 5 1 199 147 105 42 14 1 
FherilieG THEUABIIGTL ee eee es ee  ee ea a a  r a | es I a I a RO a eR SO I eM (RE ess iors tn SOR | DRE meen a AMT 

Average, truck combinations --_-_-.__.-.-.------- 158 89 56 19 5 1 108° \2L 146 Bie ent ads 7 ON ae TiC i 
| Average, all trucks and combinations_-__--_------- 55 31 19 6 2 (1) 7 51 36 29 10 Q) 

East North Central: 
ein G-Dine wee et oe eee nsw 7 SW See as Se eee oS CE ees ae ee 8 6 (’) ae Sate ees See ie ees 
ie eee 1 See ee eee 21 13 (tl yee ae ME ok be ee ee ee 51 OE tal Npmexs an LL et A ae PAP 5 oe pe 
Average, single-unit trucks______._-__----_------ 4 3 PPR AEE RS, | hee VON 6 3 (3) US ai eS CU sO 

{ Truck-tractor and semitrailer__-_.._..-------------- 86 32 12 3 2 (1) 200 93 51 20 11 3 

| gto Thavelinyryl ian st. Ss Nee See Saas eles 96 (clei: 2 = Sets APRN lat Tel Aan A ghah Seid nee ai a 291 125 48 162) | pare dl i os wodeeg dl Oa 

| Average, truck combinations_____.._------------ 86 34 11 3 2 (1) 205 95 51 20 10 3 
Average, all trueks and combinations__-___-______-- 40 16 5 1 1 (1) 93 43 922 9 5 1 

East South Central: 4 
| PAGS A CRG GLC = eee ye ors Se a 34 23 12 6 1 1 33 22 12 6 1 1 

Oh ipl els CE! VE, SR ia aaa 32 14 6 Ay Se ro phos Sees 32 14 6 5 TY Anan Se 
Average, single-unit trucks_____----------------- 16 10 6 3 1 (1) 16 10 6 3 1 (}) 

| Truck-tractor and semitrailer..._--.-------------- 158 91 49 13 3 (1) 142 79 43 11 2 (2) 
} TEPRVES SeDVOL TIRES ne i ee cate pee ME Pala AS ea ae | Ee a ae) a NG EI SUpe| P A bs Den A to ee fee |e es 
f Average, truck comhbinations-_-_----...---------- 158 91 49 13 3 (1) 141 7 43 11 2 (1) 
J | Average, all trucks and combinations_---_-------- 45 27 15 5 1 (1) 42 24 13 5 1 () 
})}} West North Central: 

Oa OT O-bItO 6 ere ae 9 4 2 TS aaeties a ea al 2 tes 9 4 2 Lol ss See eee ee 

en k Oeeen ea per eee we res or RSS ES eee lo 42 P4il 10 (ie Peale ee A eG bee poe 15 5 4 Fe eae ey ee ed 

Average, single-unit trucks___.._...------------- 6 3 1 (655 Ol | Nee Re we erase 5 2| 1 Cy og Ol I a RS ERR ES os 

Truck-tractor and semitrailer 167 95 42 6 Silasoee: aoe 169 93 | 41 9 Dies een eee 

é Giruckandiiratloreeres.) 29 Pets he ae ok 136 66 58 57 Dad ae eee ete 129 64 | 58 57 Bile s24 22 2G< 

| Average, truck combinations.______________----- 166 93 43 8 ZB (Sil ee 167 92 42 11 Pn Me ney ti 

a} Average, all trucks and combinations-----_-------- 62 35 16 3 FG fees hag) 62 34 15 4 ahs ees Se 

||] West South Central: 
1a ARIS 10-010 eee en re te ne notes a een see 16 11 6 Latests sous bac usesaes 16 10 5 dbp (ine eee! ae aoe SS 

4 SB -Aix lemetrg itanseaen nee NG Saat fyi th ioe Adc 8 Se 2 54 45 9 cy | Coad e Paehe eee aren 54 45 9 Oh deat. 3 5 apset Gib eee 
; Average, single-unit trucks____------------------ 6 4 2 HG ie pees | aa ce 6 4 2 pgs | ae kk AAS Th See Sa 

| Truck-tractor and semitrailer-_--_-.--------------=- 139 80 36 10 3 (1) 141 90 43 12 4 () 

Vt PPB CkeaTiGi tra llores mes oe ee ees el 35 35 SBul hcg Slee ES Le 7 70 | 70 TO: fe ae Se rete 

Average, truck combinations________-_-__-------- 137 80 36 10 3 () 139 89 43 13 4 (1) 

Re a Varaee, all trucks and combinations______------- 41 24 11 3 1 () 42 27 | 13 4 1 (1) 

| Mountain: | 
a pr Cp UNOS soe B=. Le 27 14 6 2 @ a Sau 27 14 6 2 title 

} fendi. a eee 94 63 35 8 Bio) pees ek 89 69 37 12 A ee 

Average, single-unit trucks : 12 7 3 1 (yet joss eres 12 7 | 3 1 (2) oF Spec eet 

i] Truck-tractor and semitrailer_______-_-_---------- 207 136 88 25 6 1 235 172 111 37 10 1 
WW Atle guatobingil Gin. i BS eee 256 158 103 16 (Oh Bae ee 333 260 174 30 @ eee 

Average, truck combinations___________--------- 217 140 91 24 6 1 255 189 124 35 9 1 
VI , Average, all trucks and combinations____________- 62 39 25 7 2 (!) i(l 52 33 10 2 () 

| Pacific: : 
i] Dow hee. 9 34 25 12 Op Ce | Bea 34 26 12 eal | aes eee | eee = 
| SURGL_ 2 Ll en eee 134 47 20 7 (Cp al eae et 148 76 20 1 9 ae eee re Pees 

WW Average, single-wnit trucks. -..---.. -.-..-.----- 18 10 5 Q) Neer eee See 19 12 5 i coe a eee SSeS 

Vi] Truck-tractor and semitrailer___-.___-_----------- 132 47 18 7 Pl Neieds  age es 302 235 146 22 9 () 

ric kari itenilereee ees ee 393 129 38 5 Py Ree ee 670 508 315 31 12 |---------- 

Average, truck combinations___._________------- 268 71 24 6 2 | see 409 314 195 25 10 (1) 
Average, all trucks and combinations. ________-_-- 78 29 11 2 il eee, Bs 142 108 65 8 3 (1) 

| United States Average: 
ered ta (shite ot GY ne ea 19 12 5 2 1 () 27 19 12 5 2 l 

GAS eo aS a Ge ST a Sea 65 34 18 9 3 1 74 47 27 12 6 2 

Average, single-unit trucks__________-_---------- 10 6 3 1 (1) (1) 14 10 6 3 1 () 
Truck-tractor and semitrailer_______..______------ 128 68 36 10 3 @) 188 121 75 27 11 
Wrunk anditrailereee ee ee 256 109 42 10 Ct Ree 437 310 191 32 11 |------- = 

Average, truck combinations__________-_-------- 136 71 36 10 3 (1) 204 133 82 27 il 4 

Average, all trucks and combinations-__---------- 50 27 13 4 1 () 74 49 30 10 4 1 

1 Less than 5 per 10,000. 
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General Location of the National System of 

Interstate Highways, Including All Additional 

Routes at Urban Areas Designated in September 

1956 is the title of a new publication issued by 

the Bureau of Public Roads. The pamphlet 

contains a small-scale map of the United 

States showing the general location of the 

National System of Interstate Highways and 

individual maps showing the locations of 

routes of the system into, through, and around 

102 urban areas. ‘The urban maps show only 

the city outlines and the general locations of 

the Interstate system; detailed final locations 

will be determined as projects are advanced 

by the States for construction. The pamphlet 

contains no text other than the certificate of 

approval. 

The publication is not distributed free by 

the Bureau. Copies may be purchased, at 

55 cents a copy, from the Superintendent of 

Documents, U. 8S. Government Printing 

Office, Washington 25. D. C. 
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New Publications 
The National System of Interstate High- 

ways, authorized by the Congress in 1944 

with a limitation of 40,000 miles, is made up 

of the main highways of the Nation, connect- 

ing the principal metropolitan areas, cities, 

and industrial centers, and serving the national 

defense. It is a part of the larger Federal-aid 

primary system. The main network of the 

Interstate system, totaling 37,700 miles, was 

selected by joint action of the State highway 

departments and approved by the Bureau of 

Public Roads on August 2, 1947. The addi- 

tional urban routes, totaling 2,300 miles, were 

recommended by the States and approved by 

the Bureau on September 15, 1955. 
The urban maps in the pamphlet show 

without differentiation the general locations 

of both the newly added routes and the routes 

through the urban areas previously approved. 

Maps are not included for urban areas where 

new routes were not added. Many such 

urban areas are served by previously approved 

Superintendent of Documents, U. 8. Goverr 

interstate routes passing through or aroun 

them, as indicated by the U. S. map of th 
system included in the pamphlet. 

Opportunities in the Bureau of Public Roaa 
for Young Engineers was recently published b 

the Bureau, in its third edition. This illus 

trated, 16-page pamphlet is intended to prc 
vide information for college students intereste 

in careers in highway or highway bridg 

engineering in the Bureau of Public Road: 
The publication briefly describes the organize 

tion, operations, and history of the Bureat 

and explains in detail the 3-year, on-the-jo 

training program offered by the Bureau t 

selected civil engineering school graduates. 

The Bureau’s free distribution of the par 

phlet is restricted to use in recruitment for if 

training program. Others who are intereste 

in the publication may purchase it from tk 

ment Printing Office, Washington 25, D. C 
at 25 cents a copy. 
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_ gram, 
Federal and State agencies and to county and 

PUBLIC ROADS: World Traveler 
Pusuiic Roaps magazine is not only one of 

the oldest continuously published periodicals 

of the United States Government; it is also 

probably one of the most widely traveled. A 

recent review of mailing lists shows that each 

bimonthly edition of more than 5,000 copies 

carries the message of the Bureau of Public 

Roads research work throughout the United 

States and to 80 countries around the world. 

The Bureau of Public Roads distributes 817 

copies of Punntic Roaps magazine to its own 

personnel, and 1,464 copies are sent to the 

State highway departments in furtherance of 

the cooperative Federal-State highway pro- 

In addition, 446 copies go to other 

local rural and urban government highway 

departments, 161 copies are sent to university 

libraries and instructors in highway engineer- 

ing, and 138 to engineering and trade associa- 

tions and publications. The Bureau’s free 

distribution overseas reaches 50 foreign 

countries with 286 copies, mostly to nutional 

government highway agencies. 

In addition to the Bureau’s distribution, 

the Government Printing Office, in its program 

of supplying representative libraries - with 

Government publications, distributes PuBLic 

Roavps to 373 depository libraries across the 

Nation. The United States Information 
Agency uses 87 copies in its information 

centers in 41 foreign countries. 

Free distribution of the magazine by the 

Bureau of Public Roads is limited to public 

officials actually engaged in planning or con- 

structing highways and to instructors of high- 

way engineering. There are at present no 

vacancies on the free list, which is limited to a 
specific maximum by regulation. PUBLIC 

Roaps is sold by the Superintendent of 

Documents, U. 8S. Government Printing 

‘PUBLIC ROADS ® VoL 28, No. 11 

Office, Washington 25, D. C., at $1.00 per 

year (25 cents additional for foreign mailing). 

Orders for subscriptions are Nor received by 

the Bureau of Public Roads. 

That Pusiic Roaps magazine is considered 

worthwhile reading is indicated by the paid 

subscription list, numbering 1,018 in the 

United States and 523-in 60 foreign countries. 

In somewhat less than 2 years (December 1953 

to October 1955), subscriptions in the United 

States have increased 29 percent and foreign 

paid subscriptions have practically doubled 

in number. 

Geographically, the total (free and paid) 

Pusiic Roaps distribution is remarkably 

widespread. It goes to every State, ranging 

in number from 15 copies for Vermont and 19 

for Delaware to 315 for New York and 428 

for California. Twenty-three States receive 

up to 50 copies each; 13 States are in the 51 to 

100 copy range; over 100 copies go to each of 

12 States and the District of Columbia. 

Four U.S. Territories are on the mailing lists. 

In the Western Hemisphere, Canada and 

Mexico take 97 copies of the magazine; 8 

countries in Central America and the Carribean 

area receive 22 copies; and 8 South American 

nations get 90 copies. 

In Europe, 318 copies of the magazine are 

distributed among 22 different countries. 

Dividing Africa on latitude 10° N., 6 North 

African countries receive 18 copies of PuBLIc 

Roaps; 10 Central and South African coun- 

tries get 56 copies. On the Asian continent, 

26 copies of the magazine go to 7 countries in 

the Middle East (longitude 30°-60° E.); 

6 nations in Central Asia (longitude 60°—100° 

E.) receive 51 copies; 7 countries in the Far 

East (east of longitude 100° E.) get 126 copies. 

Four countries of Oceania receive 92 copies, . 

The 896 copies going to 80 different coun- 

tries account for 17 percent of the total Pusiic 

Roaps distribution of 5,313 copies. 

The paid circulation of 1,541 copies amounts 

to 29 percent of the total distribution, which 

seems surprisingly good for a government 

periodical in the technical research field. 

Pusuic Roaps is indeed a world traveler 

and, judging from the proportion and rate of 

increase of subscription sales, it must be a 

welcome one. 

As a matter that may be of interest to some, 

the countries receiving Pupiic Roaps are 

listed below. The magazine also goes, of 

course, to all 48 States, the District of Colum- 

bia, Alaska, Canal Zone, Hawaii, and Puerto 

Rico. 

Western Hemisphere.—Argentina, Bolivia, 

Brazil, British West Indies, Canada, Chile, 

Colombia, Costa Riea, Cuba, Ecuador, Guate- 

mala, Honduras, Mexico, Nicaragua, Panama, 

Peru, Uruguay, and Venezuela. 

Europe.—Austria, Belgium, Czechoslovakia, 

Denmark, England, Finland, France, Ger- 

many, Greece, Hungary, Iceland, Ireland, 

Italy, Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, Scot- 

land, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Union of 

Soviet Socialistic Republics, and Yugoslavia. 

Africa.—Algeria, Angola, Belgian Congo, 

Egypt, Ethiopia, Federation of Rhodesia and 

Nyasaland, French West Africa, Gold Coast, 

Kenya, Liberia, Morocco, Mozambique, Ni- 

geria, Tanganyika, Tunisia, and Union of 

South Africa. 
Asia.—Afghanistan, Burma, Ceylon, China 

(Taiwan), Hong Kong, India, Iran, Iraq, 

Israel, Japan, Jordan, Lebanon, Malaya, 

Pakistan, Philippines, Singapore, Syria, Thai- 

land, Turkey, and Kazakh Soviet Socialistic 

Republic (U.S. S. R.). 

Oceania.—Australia, Indonesia, New Zea 

land, and Papua. 

U. S, GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE: 1955 
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A list of the more important articles in PuBLic 

ROADs may be obtained upon request addressed 

to Bureau of Public Roads, Washington 25, D. C. 

_ The following publications are sold by the Superintendent 

of Documents, Government Printing Office, Washington 25, 

D.C. Orders should be sent direct to the Superintendent of 
Documents. Prepayment is required. 

ANNUAL REPORTS 

Work of the Public Roads Administration: 

1941, 15 cents. 1948, 20 cents. 

1942, 10 cents. 1949, 25 cents. 

ublic Roads Administration Annual Reports: 

1943; 1944; 1945; 1946; 1947. 

(Free from Bureau of Public Roads) 

Annual Reports of the Bureau of Public Roads: 

' 1950, 25 cents. 1952, 25 cents. 1954 (out of print). 
1951, 35 cents. 1953, 25 cents. 

PUBLICATIONS 

Bibliography of Highway Planning Reports (1950). 30 cents. 
Braking Performance of Motor Vehicles (1954). 55 cents. 

)) Construction of Private Driveways, No. 272MP (1937). 15 cents. 

Criteria for Prestressed Concrete Bridges (1954). 15 cents. 

Design Capacity Charts for Signalized Street and Highway Inter- 

sections (reprint from Pustic Roaps, Feb. 1951). 25 cents. 

Electrical Equipment on Movable Bridges, No. 265T (1931). 40 
cents. 

Factual Discussion of Motortruck Operation, Regulation, and 

Taxation (1951). 30 cents. 

ederal Legislation and Regulations Relating to Highway Con- 

struction (1948). Out of print. 

Financing of Highways by Counties and Local Rural Govern- 

ments: 1931-41, 45 cents; 1942-51, 75 cents. 

eneral Location of the National System of Interstate Highways, 

-Ineluding All Additional Routes at Urban Areas Designated in 

September 1955. 55 cents. 
‘Highway Bond Calculations (19386). 10 cents. 

Highway Bridge Location No. 1486D (1927). 15 cents. 
"Highway Capacity Manual (1950). $1.00. 

Highway Needs of the National Defense, House Document No. 

_ 249 (1949). 50 cents. 
Highway Practice in the United States of America (1949). 75 

cents. 

Highway Statistics (annual): 
_ 1945 (out of print). 1948, 65 cents. 1951, 60 cents. 

1946, 50 cents. 1949, 55 cents. 1952, 75 cents. 

1947, 45 cents. 1950 (out of print). 1953, $1.00. 
Highway Statistics, Summary to 1945. 40 cents. 
Highways in the United States, nontechnical (1954). 20 cents. 

Highways of History (1939). 25 cents. 
Identification of Rock Types (1950). Out of print. 
Interregional Highways, House Document No. 379 (1944). 75 

cents. 
uegal Aspects of Controlling Highway Access (1945). 15 cents. 

Local Rural Road Problem (1950). 20 cents. 
Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices for Streets and High- 

ways (1948) (including 1954 revisions supplement). $1.00. 

Revisions to the Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices 

for Streets and Highways (1954). Separate, 15 cents. 
Mathematical Theory of Vibration in Suspension Bridges (1950). 

$1.25. 
Model Traffic Ordinance (revised 1953). 20 cents. 

PUBLICATIONS 
of the Bureau of Public Roads 

PUBLICATIONS (Continued) 

Needs of the Highway Systems, 1955-84, House Document No. 

120 (1955). 15 cents. 

Opportunities in the Bureau of Publie Roads for Young 

Engineers (1955). 25 cents. 

Principles of Highway Construction as Applied to Airports, Flight 

Strips, and Other Landing Areas for Aircraft (1943). $2.00. 

Progress and Feasibility of Toll Roads and Their Relation to the 

Federal-Aid Program, House Document No. 139 (1955). 15 
cents. 

Public Control of Highway Access and Roadside Development 
(1947). 35 cents. 

Public Land Acquisition for Highway Purposes (1943). 10 cents. 

Public Utility Relocation Incident to Highway Improvement, 

House Document No. 127 (1955). 25 cents. 

Results of Physical Tests of Road-Building Aggregate (1953). 

$1.00. 
Roadside Improvement, No. 191MP (1934). 10 cents. 

Selected Bibliography on Highway Finance (1951). 60 cents. 

Specifications for Construction of Roads and Bridges in National 

Forests and National Parks, FP—41 (1948). $1.50. 

Standard Plans for Highway Bridge Superstructures (1953). 

$1.25. 
Taxation of Motor Vehicles in 1932. 35 cents. 

Tire Wear and Tire Failures on Various Road Surfaces (1943). 

10 cents. 

Transition Curves for Highways (1940). $1.75. 

MAPS 

State Transportation Map series (available for 39 States). Uni- 

form sheets 26 by 36 inches, scale 1 inch equals 4 miles. Shows 

in colors Federal-aid and State highways with surface types, 

principal connecting roads, railroads, airports, waterways, 

National and State forests, parks, and other reservations. 

Prices and number of sheets for each State vary—see Superin- 

tendent of Documents price list 53. 

United States System of Numbered Highways together with the 

Federal-Aid Highway System (also shows in color National 

forests, parks, and other reservations). 5 by 7 feet (in 2 sheets), 

scale 1 inch equals 37 miles. $1.25. 
United States System of Numbered Highways. 28 by 42 inches, 

scale 1 inch equals 78 miles. 20 cents. 

Single copies of the following publications are available to 

highway engineers and administrators for official use, and 

may be obtained by those so qualified upon request addressed 

to the Bureau of Public Roads. They are not sold by the 

Superintendent of Documents. 

Bibliography on Automobile Parking in the United States (1946). 

Bibliography on Highway Lighting (1937). 

Bibliography on Highway Safety (1938) 

Bibliography on Land Acquisition for Public Roads (1947). 

Bibliography on Roadside Control (1949). 

Express Highways in the United States: a Bibliography (1945). 

Indexes to Pusiic Roaps, volumes 17-19 and 23. 

Title Sheets for Pustic Roaps, volumes 24—27. 
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UNITED STATES PENALTY FOR PRIVATE USE TO AVOID 

GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE PAYMENT mPa $300 
DIVISION OF PUBLIC DOCUMENTS 

WASHINGTON 25, D. C. 

OFFICIAL BUSINESS 

If you do not desire to continue to receive 

this publication, please CHECK HERE [_]; 

tear off this label and return it to the above 

address. Your name will then be promptly 

removed from the appropriate mailing list. 

DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE - BUREAU OF PUBLIC RCADS 

STATUS OF FEDERAL-AID HIGHWAY PROGRAM 

AS OF OCTOBER 31, 1955 

(Thousand Dollars) 

ACTIVE PROGRAM 

Das incre oa } PROGRAMMED ONLY | Coenen trie pleas | CONSTRUCTION UNDER WAY 

Federal Total | Federal Total ; Federal 
Funds WS Cost | Funds i Sees Cost 

$19,913 $13,218 $6,731 $6,035 $3,339 $38,210 
8,961 4 88h 3,616 1,565 1,176 11,048 

15,227 9,565 | {lel 64 19,525 
18,293 43,690 15,081 | 8,160 | 129,735 

10,353 864 6 1,417 | 17,676 
840 374 8,135 

1,723 5,911 
14,196 6 25,520 

64 39,780 
95547 | 

86,210 
37,239 
23,471 

Kentucky F 3,197 1,932 264 

Louisiana We 297 
Maine < 6 
Maryland 9% it 2385 

Massachusetts k 
Michigan 

3,725 

Minnesota fee eS ( 1 
Mississippi 16,556 ; 249.0 i 20,520 | 1,052.0 § 

Montane rage , 13,233 | 1,123.0 3 387 5 06,980 56,106 | 2,267.8 
- —— 18,099 9,010 5.559% : 22 

Nebraska aps ; LT,29 9,5T2 
N d. oaks 14,611 3,307 
New Jersey 25,817 
i 200 

rede York ee rs za B 

North Carolina 2k, 4o5 15 7025 
North Dakota a 12,270 | 5,22 
Oklahome 

Oregon 
Pennsylvania 

seg Island 
South Caroli 
South Dakota Se ae 

9,013 2k7.2 

15,867} 550.4 
4 - Teal 

15,891 359.7 61,754 
10,029 159.0 32,212 

208 60, 309 

7,051 29.1 25,211 
10,759 317-5 34,530 
6,52 6 23,700 

16,670 398.5 63,506 
46,954 | 1,262.5 137,008 

6,833 19.1 
4,699 86.5 

12,066 281.9 
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